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外惑星領域のクレータ記録 

　‒ 太陽系内側と外側の違いは？ 
 
　‒ クレータのソース天体は？ 
 
　‒ 後期重爆撃期はあったか？ 
　 



クレータ記録 

クレータ形状，クレータ数密度 
サイズ・時間・空間分布 
 
(1) 太陽系小天体の衝突破壊・軌道進化 
　‒ 個々の衝突の情報　速度，角度，， 
　　‒ 衝突天体の情報 
　　　　　　　サイズ，密度，強度，組成，， 
　‒ 衝突の頻度 
　‒ それらの時間変化，空間変化 
(2) 固体天体の地質史 
　‒ 惑星表層の構造　強度，密度，層構造 
　‒ 惑星表面の形成年代 
 



v クレータ数密度  Ncum(D, t)	

 
　単位面積あたりの直径 D km以上のクレータの個数． 
　時間 (惑星の表面年代)  t ，クレータの直径 D の関数． 
 
v クレータ生成率  F(D, t)　 
 
　単位時間，単位面積あたりにできた直径 D km以上のクレー

タの個数． 
 
v クレータ数密度とクレータ生成率の関係 

     　　  F(D, t) = ∂Ncum / ∂t	

　               *ここではクレータの消去を無視 
 
 



内容 
 
1. 内惑星のクレータ記録 
　　外惑星との比較対象として 
 
2. 外惑星衛星のクレータ記録 
　　クレータ数密度，サイズ分布の特徴 
　　クレータ生成率のモデリングと観測との比較 
　　クレータ生成率不均質 
 
　 



月試料の年代と 
クレータ数密度の関係 

月試料の年代と試料が採取された 
領域のクレータ数密度を関係づけ 
 
・古い地域ほどクレータ数密度が 
　高い　 
 
・30億年より古い地域では年代 
　が若くなるとともに急激に 
　クレータ数密度が減少 

Neukum [1983] 



月試料の年代と 
クレータ数密度の関係 

　　N(D=1, t) = 5.44 x 10-14 [exp(6.93 t) – 1] + 8.38 x 10-4 t	

	


　N(D=1, t) --- 直径1km以上のクレータ数密度 [km2]　t --- 年代 [10億年] 

	

 
(a) t > 32億年の場合 
　1項目が支配的  
　　　　=> 指数関数的減少 
(b) t < 32億年の場合 
　2項目が支配的  
　　　　=> 一次関数的減少  

Neukum  [1983]

問題 
岩石試料は39億年～31億年前に集中 
=> 39億年以前、31億年前～現在のク
レータ生成史はよく分かっていない 
 



月のクレータ生成率の時間変化 
F(D=1, t) = ∂N(D=1, t)/∂t = 3.77 x 10-13 exp(6.93 t) + 8.38 x 10-4	

	


　　　　　　　　　F(D=1, t) --- クレータ生成率 [ km-2 / Gyr]	


(a) t > 32億年の場合 
　1項目が支配的  
　　　=> 指数関数的減少 
　　　　半減期　1億年 
 
(b) t < 32億年の場合 
　2項目が支配的 　=> 一定 
　　ソース領域の総数に比べて 
　　供給量が少ない 

2~3倍の変動は許容 

~4Ga以前は
不明 
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Fig. 2 This diagram graphically shows the difference between a differential �2 power law (top)

that is characteristic of Population 1 at diameters less than about 50 km and a differential �3

power law characteristic of Population 2 (bottom). Each circle represents a crater of a given

diameter. The shaded area in the bottom diagram is the difference between the two populations.

8 R. G. Strom et al.

Fig. 4 R plot of the two crater populations on the Moon. The top curve (blue) is for the lunar

highlands. The middle curve (red) is for all Class 1 lunar craters. The “Post-Mare Craters” (green)

are only those craters that are superposed on the lunar maria, and the “C and E Craters” (black)

are the Copernican and Eratosthenian craters identified stratigraphically as being emplaced dur-

ing the Moon’s youngest geological period; all of these are also Class 1 craters.

Wieczorek, 2011). Figure 5 shows the R plot of newly-determined crater counts on the basin interior and

the continuous ejecta blanket of Orientale; these can be called “post-Orientale” craters. (In the Appendix,

Figure A-1 shows the imaged area of these counts.) For reference, the R plot of the lunar highlands is

also shown in this figure over the same diameter range. In the left panel is the post-Orientale curve; this

curve slopes down to the left, but at a gentler slope than the lunar highlands curve. This is consistent with

a mixture of Populations 1 and 2 (Strom et al., 2008). In the right panel of Figure 5, the post-mare craters

from a proportional area have been subtracted from the post-Orientale curve to estimate the Population 1

fraction in the post-Orientale data. This yields a curve nearly parallel to that of the lunar highlands but lower

by a factor of about 6.5 in the R value. Because the Orientale basin may host more Population 2 craters than

Population 2 

Population 1 

Strom+ [2014] 

クレータサイズ頻度分布 
 
クレータ数密度の高い(古い)領域と低い(若い) 
領域で10km<D<50kmのサイズ分布の傾きが 
異なる． 
　古い領域　b = ~-1.2 
　若い領域　b = ~-2 
時間境界 3.8~4Ga 



サイズ頻度分布 

log (クレータサイズbinの相乗平均) 
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惑星表面クレータの直径と数密度の間に
は（限られたサイズ範囲において）ベキ
乗の関係が成り立つ 
 
サイズ分布によく使用されるプロット 
(1) 累積プロット 
　 

(2) Rプロット 
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Fig. 12 These R plots summarize the inner solar system cratering record for crater sizes in the

range of about 10 km to about 1000 km. They show two distinctly different crater populations.

The curves above an R value of about 0.01 have a complex shape characteristic of Population

1, and the lower curves have a nearly horizontal straight line shape chacteristic of Population 2.

The “Lunar C and E” craters are post-mare Copernican and Eratosthenian in age, and the “Venus

Production” is a composite of the productions of all craters and multiple craters (see Figure 8).

Neptune compared to the lunar highlands. Only satellites with heavily cratered surfaces are shown in the

plots. These data show that, with the possible exception of the heavily cratered surface of Miranda, the crater

SFDs of the satellites are different from those of the lunar highlands Population 1 craters. On the Uranus

内惑星クレータ 
サイズ分布の比較 

Strom+ [2014] 

‒ 惑星間で重爆撃期のサイズ頻度 
　分布は類似 
‒ 惑星間で~39億年前以降のサイズ 
　頻度分布は類似 
 
à 太陽系内側の衝突天体は同一の

ソース 
à おそらく共通した時間変化 
　 

火星 
Older Plain  

月の高地 

水星のClass1  

金星 

火星 
Young Plain  

月の海 
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Fig. 14 The SFDs of the impactors derived from the crater SFDs compared with those of Main

Belt Asteroids and Near Earth Objects. The red points are impactors derived from the lunar high-

land crater distribution (Population 1; Figure 1), and the green points are derived from the young

Mars plains crater population (Population 2; Figure 1). The vertical positions of the asteroid

R-plots are arbitrary; the scale factor is chosen for clarity of comparison. See text for detailed

explanation.

小天体観測との比較 
サイズ分布 

‒ πグループスケーリングによる衝突天体サイズ
の推定 
 
 
‒ NEAs  
　LINEAR (Lincoln Near-Earth Asteroid Research) program 
　観測バイアス補正済み [Stuart & Binzel 2004] 

‒ MBAs (inner) 
　Spacewatch [Jedicke & Metcalfe 2004] 
　SDSS (Sloan Digital Sky Survey) [Ivezic+ 2001] 
　WISE (Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer) [Masiero+2011] 
　Subaru [Yoshida+ 2003] 
　小惑星タイプの割合を考慮し平均アルベドからサイズに変換 
 

 
Population 1 は小惑星帯内側のサイズ分布と一致 
Population 2 はNEAのサイズ分布と一致 
 
 
　 

Strom+ [2014] 

ρi = ρt = 3000 kg /m
3

υi,Moon =18.9 km / s, υi,Mars =12.4 km / s



メインベルトからのNEA供給過程 

Population 2 
‒ MBA間の衝突による破壊 
‒ ヤルコフスキー効果による 
　軌道移動 
　 (小天体ほど移動速度高い) 
‒ 軌道共鳴 à NEAs 
 
Population 1 
‒ 小惑星から直接的に供給 
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内容 
 
1. 内惑星のクレータ記録 
　　外惑星との比較対象として 
 
2. 外惑星衛星のクレータ記録 
　　クレータ数密度，サイズ分布の特徴 
　　クレータ生成率のモデリングと観測との比較 
　　クレータ生成率不均質 
 
　 



Europa 
衝突クレータ少ない 
光条クレータ (Pwyll) 
高い表面の活動度 

Io 
衝突クレータなし 
高い表面の活動度 

Ganymede 
反射率の二分性 
Dark Terrain クレータ多い(月の高地並み) 
Bright Terrain クレータ少ない 

Callisto 
一様にクレータ多い 
(月の高地並み) 
大クレータ少ない 

ガリレオ衛星のクレータ記録 

(c) NASA 

(c) NASA 

10 km 

↑Bright terrain 
←Dark terrain 

20 km 

(c) NASA 

(c) NASA 

・古い情報を保持 
・幅広い年代範囲 



Enceladus 
クレータ数密度の多様性 
Cratered terrain ~ South 
polar terrain 
~1000倍 

Dione 
Cratered terrainと
Ridged terrain 
クレータ数密度比 <10 

Rhea 
一様にクレータ多い 
(月の高地並み) 

Tethys 
一様にクレータ多い 
(月の高地並み) 

土星衛星のクレータ記録 

(c) NASAJPL 

・古い情報を保持 
・幅広い年代範囲 

(c) NASA/JPL 

(c) NASA/JPL 
(c) NASA/JPL 



クレータ数密度と 
サイズ分布の特徴 
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Fig. l l. Curves for the crater populations measured on the heav- 

ily cratered terrains of both Ganymede and Callisto, with the lunar 
curve for reference. The differences between the Moon, Callisto and 
Ganymede are much greater than are the similarities. The Ganymede 
and Callisto curves are similar beyond about 50 km diameter, but dif- 
fer substantially at smaller diameters. 

but only degrades larger craters. Figure 14 shows an area of 
grooved terrain where the formation of new ice has destroyed 
a large portion of the rims of several craters. Smaller ones, of 
course, would have been completely obliterated. The pro- 
posed preferential obliteration of small craters even on the 
cratered terrain may have been the result of an ancient epi- 
sode of grooved-terrain formation (now hidden by the recra- 
tering) associated with the resurfacing or later crustal freez- 
ing mentioned earlier. Alternatively, the formation of the 
arcuate troughs may have been responsible for the loss of the 
smaller craters. 

At diameters smaller than about 10 km the curve for the 
heavily cratered terrain on Ganymede turns up slightly. 
Whether this is indicative of the primary cratering population 
or not, we cannot ascertain without comparable diameter cov- 
erage on Callisto. However, secondary craters of sufficient size 
and perhaps of sufficient abundance to account for this upturn 
occur on Ganymede. At smaller diameters on Callisto the 
curve may not be the production function, but it sets an upper 
limit of about -3 for its slope. If an ancient episode of obliter- 
ation, similar to that proposed for Ganymede, operated on 
Callisto as well, then the production function could have an 
index more negative than -3. In any case, it is far from the 
-2.3 index observed on the terrestrial planets. 

All terrains on both Ganymede and Callisto show a de- 
crease in slope index for craters greater than about 50 kin. 
Two plausible explanations for this decrease are: (1) a great 
deal of crater obliteration due to crater relaxation in the icy 
crust, the vigor of the process increasing with crater size [Par- 
mentier et al., 1980], or (2) the curves basically represent the 
production function with a deficiency of impacting bodies in 
this crater size range compared to that for the terrestrial plan- 

ets. We tend to favor the latter explanation for the following 
reasons. Figures 11 through 12 show that seven different cra- 
ter curves, representing vastly different densities, on different 
terrains and even on different satellites all possess this steep- 
slope index (•-4.7) distribution function. Furthermore, as 
pointed out earlier, even though older craters up to about 100 
km diameter have been degraded, i.e., fiat floors at about the 
level of the surrounding terrain, their rim sharpness is more or 
less preserved, suggesting that relaxation is not very effective 
at totally obliterating craters. If the paucity of craters in this 
diameter range was solely due to obliteration by relaxation, 
then one would expect a very different distribution function 
between, for example, fresh craters preserved over long time 
periods in rigid ice, and degraded craters perhaps formed at a 
time when the ice was better able to flow. Therefore the ob- 
served large variations in crater densities, but similarities in 
slope among the many different terrains, ages, degradational 
classes, and even satellites, argue against this diameter range 
being solely the result of equilibrium. Furthermore, the ab- 
sence of palimpsests on Callisto suggests that the presently ob- 
served crater population formed when the icy crust was rigid 
enough to retain the craters basically intact, with a minimum 
of obliteration due to plastic relaxation of the ice. The con- 
clusion is that it is basically a production function. 

Three important consequences devolve from these inter- 
pretations. First, because of the similarity of the curves for the 
degraded and the fresh craters (over the range 30 to 130 kin) 
the process degrading them must be nearly diameter-inde- 
pendent. Second, although significant proportions of craters 
have been degraded, the process which degrades them is not 
too effective in totally obliterating them. If the degradational 
process is crater relaxation, then it effectively stops at a stress 
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the crater populations on Ganymede's 
grooved and heavily cratered terrains, with the lunar curve for refer- 
ence. The grooved terrain is similar in slope to the heavily cratered 
terrain for diameters above 30 km, but at smaller diameters a progres- 
sive loss of smaller craters has increased the slope index of the 
grooved terrain compared to that of the heavily cratered terrain. Also 
notice that the grooved terrains which were measured are of at least 
two ages, one being about as densely cratered as the heavily cratered 
terrain, the other much less cratered. 

[Strom+ 1981] 月の高地 

Callisto 

Ganymede 

月の海 

10 km 

↑Bright terrain 
←Dark terrain 

20 km 

(c) NASA 

(c) NASA 

ガリレオ衛星のクレータ記録 
Voyagerデータによるガニメデ，カリストの
Cratered terrainのカウンティング [Strom+ 1981] 
　‒ 大きいクレータ (D>100km) が少ない 
　‒ 50km<D<100kmでベキ ~-3 
　内惑星のCSFD形状とは異なる？　　 
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The first is the cumulative plot, in which the number of
craters larger than diameter D per unit area, N(D), is plot-
ted as a function of D on a log-log scale. Frequently N(D)
can be approximated by a power law, N(D) / D” , or by a
series of power laws for different size ranges. The “canon-
ical” value of the exponent ” for primary craters is near –2
(corresponding to an index of the differential size distribu-
tion, dN/dD, of –3.) The second approach is to give a relative
plot (“R-plot”), again on a log-log scale, which displays the
differential size distribution of the craters. However, to en-
hance structure, the R-plot divides dN/dD by a power law
with an index of –3. Common crater size distributions thus
plot as roughly horizontal lines in R-plots. The expression
plotted is R D Dab

3 n= ŒA .Db–Da/!, where n is the number
of craters with diameters between Db and Da; A is the sur-
face area of the region counted; and Dab D .DaDb/

1=2 (see
e.g., Barlow 2008). Frequently Db is taken to be

p
2Da; in

that case, R D 23=4= .
p
2 –1/Da

2 n=A, or R ! 4:06Da
2 n=A.

In this review we will primarily use R-plots to present crater
size-frequency distributions.

An R-plot giving an overview of crater statistics for sat-
urnian satellites imaged by Cassini, the Moon, and Callisto
is shown in Fig. 19.5 (Kirchoff and Schenk 2008, 2009b).
The SFD curves for these heavily cratered terrains are gen-
erally convex upwards (except for an apparent concave up-
wards dip between !75 and 250 km diameter, depending
on satellite), reaching maximum values of R ! 0:1 – 0:3,
i.e., slightly below or above the “empirical saturation” line
of Hartmann (1984). As Hartmann (1984) showed, many
heavily cratered surfaces in the Solar System reach a max-
imum density near R " 0:2, about a factor of five below
“geometric saturation” .R D 1/ due to effects, like ejecta
blanketing, that degrade and erase smaller craters well be-
yond crater rim crests (also see Melosh 1989, Chap. 10).
Chapman and McKinnon 1986; their Fig. 19) showed, and
more recently Richardson (2008) confirmed, that narrow
SFDs may extend significantly above the average empirical
saturation line, as is apparently true for Mimas and Dione in
Fig. 19.5.

As was true for the Voyager results, Cassini images
show that Rhea’s SFD may depart somewhat from those
of the other satellites, in being straighter with less con-
vex curvature, more nearly characteristic of the putative
Population I. In these new counts, based on far more ex-
tensive and better imagery than before, Rhea appears to
have lost the transition to a somewhat steeper slope at
greater than !64-km diameter (or at least its statistical sig-
nificance; Kirchoff and Schenk 2009b). Strom (1987) had
taken this to be characteristic of the production population
at Saturn, and Lissauer et al. (1988) argued that it indi-
cated saturation at smaller crater sizes. A bump at !10-km

Fig. 19.5 Relative plot (R-plot) of the spatial densities of craters ver-
sus diameter for heavily cratered terrains on five satellites of Saturn
(Kirchoff and Schenk 2009b), the lunar highlands (Ivanov et al. 2002),
and Callisto (Schenk et al. 2004). Error bars have been omitted for clar-
ity (see Fig. 19.6). The horizontal dashed line represents the approxi-
mate spatial density at which empirical saturation is reached according
to Hartmann (1984). (Note the dip in crater densities [R values] between
about 75- and 250-km diameter for these satellites and Mimas is not
inconsistent, for the !145-km-diameter Herschel is the single crater
within the “gap,” and statistically speaking is consistent with a count
of 1 ˙ 1.) The dip is remarkable because cometary impact speeds are
generally much higher on the inner satellites, so there is essentially no
overlap between the size of the impactors on, say, Tethys and Iapetus
that would otherwise produce craters within the “dip” (see Figs. 19.3).
This plot has been constructed by combining image sequences of small
areas at high resolution and global mosaics at coarser resolution, the
latter typically at 0:4 km pixel!1. In all cases, the minimum crater size
that is tabulated is about 10 pixels wide

diameter, which was interpreted as the signature of popu-
lation II on Rhea’s high northern latitudes (see McKinnon
1990; McKinnon et al. 1991, Fig. 17), does not appear ei-
ther (though we note that Rhea’s north pole was not in sun-
light during the Cassini prime mission). Interestingly, Iape-
tus’ SFD bears some degree of resemblance to that of Rhea
(Kirchoff and Schenk 2009b). In general, all of the observed
SFDs in Fig. 19.5 may be taken to represent, at least approx-
imately, the true production functions for cratering in the
Saturn system. As demonstrated by Chapman and McKin-
non (1986), even if crater populations are “saturated,” they
may achieve a quasi-equilibrium that expresses the produc-
tion function, provided that the production function is “shal-
low” (relatively depleted in small craters; i.e., R is constant or
increases with increasing crater diameter) and is unchanging
in time.

1.0

E-HG T-P T-l-C T-I

orO.t D

-Pop.1
---Pop. 2

0.01 1 10 100 1000
Crater diameter (km)

Fig. 30. Relative abundances of craters on the
Saturnian satellites as a function of crater di-
ameters. Voyager 1 data were used for the
surfaces of Mimas (AM), Dione (D), and Rhea's
heavily cratered surface (R-HC). Voyager 2
data were used for Enceladus' cratered ter-
rains (E-HC), Tethys' plains (T-P) and Te-
thys' heavily cratered terrain (T-HC). Parts of
the curves inferred to be dominated by popu-
lations 1 and 2 are depicted by solid and
dashed lines.

tered almost perfectly in the leading
hemisphere. Ground-based telescope ob-
servations of the leading hemisphere
must include bright regions near the
poles; hence no ground-based observa-
tions of Iapetus are completely restricted
to the dark material. Circular dark patch-
es, probably dark-floored craters, occur
in the bright region near the boundary
and deep inside the trailing hemisphere.
There are also some craters (for in-
stance, near 200°W) that exhibit low-
albedo patches suggestive of dark areas
on their floors, perhaps parts of their
walls facing the dark region. The contact
relations in the trailing hemisphere
strongly suggest that the dark material is
superimposed on the bright, densely cra-
tered terrain and is therefore younger
than the cratered terrain. Although cra-
ters are clearly seen at the boundaries of
the dark region, there is no hint, even in
images in which many individual pic-
tures have been summed to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio, of bright-floored or
bright-rimmed craters within the dark
region that are well away from the
boundary. Either the dark material is
very thick or it is replenished at such a
rate that fresh craters which penetrate
the dark layer are quickly covered again.

Preliminary Voyager 2 broadband visi-
ble spectrophotometry indicates that the
average normal albedo for the bright
terrain is about 0.5, and for the dark
region about 0.04 to 0.05. Thus the albe-
do contrast between bright and dark re-
gions on Iapetus is a factor of at least 10.
Both dark and bright areas are red (that
is, the albedo increases at longer wave-
lengths) but there seems to be substantial
variation in color from region to region.
Typical green/violet color ratios are
about 1.6 for the dark region and about
1.2 for bright areas. Substantial mixing
29 JANUARY 1982

of bright and dark material may have
occurred by ballistic diffusion. The red
color of the bright areas may be due to a
small admixture of redder dark material
in a predominantly icy regolith. The very
low albedo and red color of the dark
material are inconsistent with dark sili-
cates and suggest complex carbona-
ceous material of the type found in some
carbonaceous meteorites and suspected
on some dark red asteroids. Telescopic
measurements of the dark hemisphere of
Iapetus that cover a spectral range to 2.5
,um show a strong resemblance in spec-
tral reflectance between the dark region
and material extracted with organic sol-
vents from a carbonaceous meteorite
(63).
The origin of the dark, red, presumed

carbonaceous material on Iapetus poses
problems. The almost perfect symmetry
of the principal dark area about the apex
of motion suggests an exogenous origin,
either through preferential ablation of ice
by impacting debris revealing an under-
lying low-albedo material (64), or by
accretion of low-albedo material spiral-
ing in toward Saturn, under the influence
of the Poynting-Robertson effect, from
some source exterior to Iapetus, perhaps
Phoebe (62). If the source of the dark
material is endogenous, this remarkable
alignment would have to be ascribed to
coincidence, or perhaps to a secondary
effect of some internal or impact event.
In any event, examples of such hemi-
spheric alignments are common in the
solar system: the plains of Mars in the
northern hemisphere, the lunar maria on
the earth-facing hemisphere, the dark
volcanic deposits on Io in the trailing
hemisphere. The presence of dark-
floored craters near the center of the
trailing hemisphere, where they would
be shielded from direct impact of parti-
cles encountered in Iapetus' orbital mo-
tion, points strongly to an internal origin.
The nature of the contact between dark
and light regions, moreover, suggests
that the bright region was partially
flooded with dark material that occupies
topographically low areas. Notable is a
large ring of dark material extending into
the bright hemisphere photographed by
Voyager 1 (4). This feature resembles
large flooded multi-ring impact basins on
the terrestrial planets. Overall, data from
Voyager and from ground-based obser-
vations do not settle the question of an
endogenous versus an exogenous origin
for the dark material on Iapetus, and
some combination of external and inter-
nal processes may be required.
Phoebe. Saturn's outermost satellite is

in a retrograde orbit at a distance from
the planet of nearly 13 million kilometers
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Fig. 31. Comparison of sizes and densities of
the icy Saturnian satellites. Values for radii
and densities are taken from Table 1. Two
points are shown for Mimas; the lower value
is based on the classical mass determination,
the upper on the suggested revision by Tyler
et al. (51) based on the new Tethys mass
determination. Model curves for compression
of ice and rock mixtures are from Lupo and
Lewis (70).

(215 Rs); like the irregular outer satel-
lites of Jupiter, it has been thought to be
a captured object. Voyager 1 obtained no
data on this distant body, so it was with
considerable anticipation that images of
Phoebe were received more than a week
after the Voyager 2 Saturn encounter.
The Voyager 2 images (Fig. 29), ac-

quired at a range of 2 million kilometers
at 40 km/lp, show that Phoebe is a dark,
approximately spherical object with a
diameter of about 200 km. The observed
surface brightness (I/F) at a phase angle
of 300 was 0.03, and the measured phase
function over the range 100 to 300 was
0.025 mag/deg. The corresponding albe-
do at zero phase is 0.06, approximately
the same as for the dark side of Iapetus.
Preliminary Voyager 2 color data also
suggest that the surface is less red than
the dark hemisphere of Iapetus, in agree-
ment with ground-based multicolor pho-
tometric results (63). The combination of
low albedo and UBV color (63, 65) are
suggestive of a class of asteroids (RD)
which apparently is common in the outer
solar system and believed to be of primi-
tive composition. Phoebe is possibly the
first relatively unmodified primitive ob-
ject in the outer solar system to be
imaged from a spacecraft.
Although the Voyager images do not

permit resolution of topographic fea-
tures, its generally spherical appearance
suggests that Phoebe has not been sub-
jected to the catastrophic bombardment
that apparently led to the fragmentation
of satellites closer to Saturn. This does
not indicate that Phoebe is a recently
captured object; the gradient in flux of
impacting bodies caused by the gravita-
tional focusing of Saturn provides a plau-
sible explanation for this difference.
Phoebe is not uniform in appearance,
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土星衛星のCSFD 
Voyagerデータによるカウンティング [Smith+ 1981; 1982] 
　‒ 古い領域のクレータ数密度は月高地と同程度 
　‒ 2つのpopulationに分類 
　　　20km以上で高い数密度　Population I 
　　　20km以下で高い数密度　Population II 
 
Population 1 (Tethys, Rhea, Dione) 
　‒ 古い領域 
　‒ 大クレータが多い 
　‒ 内惑星の重爆撃期のクレータ記録に類似 
 => 集積後 (>4Ga) の日心軌道の天体による爆撃 
 
Population 2 (Mimas, Enceladus, Dione, Tethys) 
　‒ 若い領域 
　‒ 小クレータが多い 
　‒ 大クレータの欠如 
　‒ 二次クレータのベキに近い 
 => 一次クレータからの衝突放出物が起源？ 
 

Voyagerデータ [Smith+ 1982] 

Mimas 

Dione 

Tethys 
Heavily Cratered 

Tethys 
plains 

Rhea 
Heavily Cratered 

Enceladus 
Heavily Cratered 

Cassiniデータ 
[Dones+ 2009] 



ulation of large impact craters, especially
those between 50 and 100 k1m in diameter.
Ihis population is similar to' that of the
lunar highlands (Fig. 21) and ofmany ofthe
most ancient, heavily cratered bodies in the
solar system. A similar population was rec-
ognized on the oldest parts of the Saturnian
satellites (53); we refer to this type ofcrater
population as Population I. Such popula-
tions are thought to date back to the early
sweepup of postaccretional debris that oc-
curred more than 4 x 109 years ago.

In contrast, Titania and Ariel have far
fewer craters in the 50- to 100-km size
range, but the abundance of smaller craters
increases rapidly with decreasing diameter,
so that the number (per unit area) of craters
about 20 km in diameter on Titania is about
the same as the number on Oberon and
Earth's moon. The populations on Titania
and Ariel have size-frequency distributions
resembling those ofcraters generated by the
secondary impact of ejecta from large pri-
mary craters. Similar populations were rec-
ognized on some of Saturn's satellites, nota-
bly Enceladus and Dione (53); we refer to
this type as Population II.

Miranda's craters are also typical ofPopu-
lation I craters, but the number is greater
than on Oberon, Umbnel, and Earth's
moon by a factor ofalmost 3. Because ofthe
small total area of Miranda's cratered ter-
rains, the statistics are weak for diameters
larger than about 40 km. The cumulative
size-frequency plot (Fig. 21) suggests that
some Population II craters are present as
well, as indicated by the slight increase in
slope at diameters less than about 10 km.
The reasons for the differences in the two

populatidns are uncerain. For the Satunmian
system (53), we suggest that Population I
represents cratering by debris (perhaps rem-
nants from accretion) scattered in heliocen-
tic orbits throughout the very early solar
system. Because Titania and Ariel do not
show abundant Population I craters, their
present surfaces must postdate this period.
Again, as for Saturn's satellites (53), we
suggest that the Population II craters were
formed by impact ofsecondary debris gener-
ated by collisions within the satellite system.
This debris could have resulted either from
large impacts on the satellites or from colli-
sions between other objects, such as Trojan
satellites.

Oberon. Voyager 2 observations have con-
firmed that Oberon (Fig. 22A) and Titania
are remarkably similar in diameter, density,
color, and albedo, although theircraterng
records are quite different. A large moun-
tain, perhaps a central peak of an impact
structure several hundred kilometers in di-
ameter, protrudes at least 20 km above
Oberon's bright limb. What appear to be

Fig. 20. Image of 1985Ul. This is the best image
obtained ofany of the newly discovered satelltes.
The resolution is about 9 kmn per line pair.

linear to curved scarps-probably traces of
enormous faults-are faintly visible and are
shown on the geologic sketch map (Fig.
22B). They suggest some late-stage, global-
scale tectonic episode.
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Fig. 21. Crater frequency plot of most densely
crateed regions on the five major Uranian satel-
lites and the highlands of Earths moon. (A)
Ratios of each of the crater populations to a
standard population as a function of diameter.
The standard population is one in which the
number ofcraters larger than a given diameter per
unit area is proportional to the inverse square of
that diameter. (B) Same data as above, but he
number ofcraters per unit area larger than a given
diameter is plottd as a function ofthat diameter.

Isolated patches of very dark material1
occur in the floors of a few large crarcrs
some of which are large enough to .pem;
reasonably accurate estimates of their sp
trl reflectance. These patches have albedot
of 0.05 to 0.10, are neutral in color, andi'
may be similar to those in crater floors on
the trailing hmaisphere of Saturn's satellite
Iapetus. The dark material on Oberon's cra-'
ter floors must have been deposited during,
the last stages ofheavy bombardment, when -

the large craters formed, or well after it;)
otherwise, they would have been obliterated
by that same bombardment. Perhaps some
fluid, either one that was originally dark or
one that darkened after surface exposure,
was erupted from Oberon's interior. The1
two most conspicuous deposits of dark ma-
terial occur in two large craters that have
bright rays; they suggest that these late
impacts, near the end of heavy bombard-
ment, may have triggered extrusion of dark;
material. Alternatively, the dark patches.:
could have been deposited long after that
period.

Titana. Although similar to Oberon in.
global properties, Titania is different in ap;
pearance when viewed at higher resolution
(Fig. 23A). In addition to the abundant
Population II craters scattered over the suir-
face, a few large impact basins (100 to 200K
kin in diameter) are visible. Several patches
ofsmoother 'material with fewer craters sug
gest a prolonged early period of resurfacig'.
An extensive network of faults cuts the

surface of Titania (Fig. 23B). Most, faults,
occur in a. branching, pardy intersecting
network, a pattern commonly observedi.
among normal fiaults on Earth. Several in.
ward-facing .fault scarps bound down-
dropd blocks that are almost certainly
grabens. As can be seen in the fill-disk color
image ofTitania (Fig. 1S), brighter materia
is exposed along several of these scarps,'
most notably on a scarp that runs from the.
terminator across the disk near the subsolar
point and continues overthe bright termini-
tor. The.grabens range in width from about
20 to 50k; reliefof the scarps is about 2-to
5 km (determined by shadow measurements
near the terminator). The faulting is indica-.
tive of global extension of Titania's crust,
which may have occurred in response to the
last stages offreezing ofice in the interiorof
the satellite. The faults cut large craters.,
do not seem to be strongly modified by +
Population II craters. Because only a f
craters are superposed on them, the faults
are evidently among the youngest geologk
features on the satellite.
We propose the following simple se-

quence for Titania's geologic evolution. Ti-..
tania once displayed many large (Population
I) craters, which were largely obliterated by
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天王星衛星のCSFD 
Voyagerデータによるカウンティング [Smith+ 1986] 
　‒ 古い領域のクレータ数密度は月高地と同程度 
　‒ 土星衛星と同様に2つのpopulationに分類 
　　　20km以上で高い数密度　Population I 
　　　20km以下で高い数密度　Population II 
 
Population 1 (Miranda, Oberon, Umbriel) 
　‒ 古い領域 
　‒ 大クレータが多い 
　‒ 内惑星の重爆撃期のクレータ記録に類似 
 => 集積後 (>4Ga) の日心軌道の天体による爆撃 
 
Population 2 (Titania, Ariel) 
　‒ 若い領域 
　‒ 小クレータが多い 
　‒ 大クレータの欠如 
　‒ 二次クレータのベキに近い 
 => 一次クレータからの衝突放出物が起源？ 
 

[Smith+ 1986] 
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fact seen in the Triton images. These include
clouds above the limb and extending into
the terminator and an extensive optically
thin haze that appears to be uniformly dis-
tributed around the disk. The haze is diffi-
cult to detect in limb images due to scattered
light from Triton's bright surface, but it is
easily seen in crescent images where it shows

an extension of the cusp beyond the termi-
nator. It apparently extends to an altitude of
about 30 km. more than two scale heights,
and has an optical depth ofabout 2 x 10-4.
We interpret it to be composed of photo-
chemically generated smog-like particles de-
scribed above.

Several clouds are seen in backscatter

EXPLANATION

- Contact-Dasdwheapproximae Grabens
-I- Faultorscap-Balondownhownskn -4e - Rides

o Lar gulader
o Smal irregular depressions

Fig. 31. Sketch map ofTriton's terrains and south polar units. Units mapped are as follows: cantaloupe
terrain-ct, smooth floor material-sv, high-standing smooth matenials-sh, hum rolling plains-th,
linear ridge materials-ri, bright spotted polar unit-bs, bright streaked polar unit-bst, bright rugged polar
unit-br.

I,oI 0

above both the east and west limbs (Fig.
34). In places these clouds are clearly de-
tached; in others they appear to extend to
the surface. The limb clouds appear above
diffuse bright regions seen on the limb,
suggesting that they are composed of bright
particles that can be seen both in backscatter
as well as in projection against the disk. All
ofthe limb clouds so far detected are located
over the subliming south polar ice cap.
Brightness scans perpendicular to the limb

10 100
Crater diameter (km)

Fig. 32. Possible strike-slip faulting on Triton. (Left) The irregular depression near the center of the
view appears to have been distorted by lateral faulting. (Right) One possible reconstruction of the
feature shown in this view requires two episodes of strike-slip faulting, each with roughly 30 km of
displacement.

14441

Fig. 33. Impact crater statistics for various re-
gions of Triton. (Top) The locations of regions
for which data were collected indude: area 1, the
most heavily cratered; area 2, lightly cratered; area
3, cantaloupe terrain, and area 4, a plains region
just outside the inner cap zone. The dash-endosed
areas (6, 7, and 8) were analyzed to detect a
possible gradient in the crater flux (see text).
(Bottom) Triton crater size/frequency distribu-
tion for area 1 (Triton HC), area 2 (Triton LC),
and area 4 (Triton SH) compared with the fresh
crater population on Miranda, the lunar high-
lands, and the lunar post-mare. The curves were
normalized to a standard -2 cumulative distribu-
tion power law as in (1).
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Fig. 33. Impact crater statistics for various re-
gions of Triton. (Top) The locations of regions
for which data were collected indude: area 1, the
most heavily cratered; area 2, lightly cratered; area
3, cantaloupe terrain, and area 4, a plains region
just outside the inner cap zone. The dash-endosed
areas (6, 7, and 8) were analyzed to detect a
possible gradient in the crater flux (see text).
(Bottom) Triton crater size/frequency distribu-
tion for area 1 (Triton HC), area 2 (Triton LC),
and area 4 (Triton SH) compared with the fresh
crater population on Miranda, the lunar high-
lands, and the lunar post-mare. The curves were
normalized to a standard -2 cumulative distribu-
tion power law as in (1).
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TritonのCSFD 
VoyagerデータによるTritonのカウンティング [Smith+ 1989] 
　‒ 大クレータの欠如 (D < 2 km) 
　‒ 最もクレータ数密度の高い領域 (前面に対応) 
　　密度，CSFDの形状は月の海に類似 
　‒ より若い (と思われる) 領域 
　　サイズ分布が急勾配 
　　土星，天王星でみられるPopulation II に類似？ 

[Smith+ 1989] 
[Schenk & Zahnle 2007] 



クレータサイズ分布のまとめ 
v すべての外惑星に共通の特徴 
　‒ 月の高地並みに高いクレータ数密度の領域が存在 
　‒ サイズ分布形状は内惑星と異なる 
　　　反論：内惑星のサイズ分布と類似 
　　　　　　衝突速度の違いで説明可能 [Neukum+ 1998; 2005; Schmedemann+ 2008; 2009] 
 
v 土星系，天王星系に共通の特徴 
　‒ 古い領域と若い領域でサイズ分布形状が異なる 
　　古い領域 Population I   大クレータ (D > 20km) が支配的 
　　　　à 内惑星の重爆撃期のサイズ分布形状と一部類似 
　　若い領域 Population II  小クレータ (D > 20km) が支配的 
　　　　à 二次クレータのサイズ分布形状と類似 
　　　　　à 脱出速度の小さいMimasでも存在 
　　　反論：Population IのD<20kmのクレータ欠損はクレータ平衡の影響 
　　　　　　PIもPIIも同じ衝突天体で説明可能 [Lissauer+ 1988] 



クレータ生成率の理論 
(クレータ数密度と表面年代の関係) 



外惑星領域における衝突天体候補 
(1) メインベルト小惑星 (MBAs) 

   2.1‒3.3 AU，~106 個 (d > 1km) 
(2) (木星，海王星の)トロヤ群 

   木星トロヤ群 > 4500個 
(3) 黄道彗星，ケンタウルス族 

   カイパーベルト，散乱円盤 起源 
     ~105 個 (d > 100km)，kmサイズは不明 [Fuentes+ 2009] 

(4) 長周期彗星，ハレー型彗星 
   オールト雲起源，~1011 個 (d > 1km) 
   土星軌道より内側に近日点　~108 個 [Mazeeva 2007] 

(5) 不規則衛星 
   日心軌道の天体の捕獲 

(6) 惑星中心軌道天体，破片 
   １次クレータの放出物，一時的に捕獲された天体 

[Dones+ 2009] 
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Fig. 19.4 Impact rates at Saturn and Titan. “Close Encounters” is de-
duced from the historical record of comets known to have passed near
Jupiter. “CO” refers to the impact rate that would be deduced if ex-
cess carbon monoxide in Jupiter’s stratosphere had been caused by
comet impact. Points labeled “NECs” and “xNECs” refer to impact
rates computed from the roster of known Jupiter-family comets by
Levison et al. (2000) and Bottke et al. (2002), respectively. Points la-
beled “Ganymede” and “Gilgamesh” are impact rates inferred from im-
pact craters on Ganymede and Callisto. Titan’s 440-km basin Menrva
(Lorenz et al. 2007) is conservatively taken to represent a once in 10

Gyr event. The associated lines are deduced from the size-frequency
distributions of craters on Europa and Ganymede. The point labeled
“Centaurs” refers to the three big Centaurs currently known to be on
Saturn-crossing orbits. The line through “Centaurs” is based on the ob-
served populations of Kuiper Belt Objects. The dashed line refers to
impacts by long period and Halley-type comets (“NICs”). Case A (blue
dots) refers to the relative abundance of small comets at Europa and
Ganymede, while Case B (blue dashes) refers to the relative abundance
of small impacting objects at Triton

long term average by a factor ln(3.9 Gyr/10 Myr) !6.8 The
corresponding current impact rate on Saturn of d " 2 km
comets would be 1 # 10!4 per year. Since the bright terrains
might be considerably younger than 4 Gyr, we plot this point
(in light blue) in Fig. 19.4 at 8 .C16; –7/ # 10!4 year!1 at
d D 2:0 ˙ 0:5 km. If geological reworking of Ganymede
took place independently of the great rearrangement in the
Nice model (or other heavy bombardment), a relatively high
impact rate is appropriate.

There are four (possibly five) big, young impact basins
on Ganymede and Callisto, with Gilgamesh and Valhalla
being the best-known (e.g., Schenk and McKinnon 2008).
These basins were made by comets with d " 30 ˙
10 km. Spread uniformly over 4 Gyr, these four impacts
imply an impact rate of 30 km comets on Saturn of dN/dt
.d " 30˙ 10 km/ D 2:5 .C3; –2/# 10!6 year!1: As above,
the .t0–t/!1 decay implies current impact rates that are 6
times smaller.

The current population of ecliptic comets can be inferred
from any of (a) the number of small comets observed near the

8 to here refers to initiation of the LHB, e.g., when Jupiter and Saturn
cross their 1:2 mean-motion resonance.

Earth; (b) the historical record of small comets known to have
closely encountered Jupiter9; or (c) the observed number of
Centaurs in the more distant Solar System.

Levison and Duncan (1997) modeled the evolution of
test particles from sources in the Kuiper Belt. In model-
ing the migration of ecliptic comets, Levison and Duncan
assumed a dynamically cold (low inclination, low eccen-
tricity) classical Kuiper Belt source. Levison and Duncan
calibrated their model to the number and orbital proper-
ties of JFCs that reach deep into the inner Solar System.
Levison et al. (2000) developed this to estimate an impact
rate at Saturn dN/dt .d > 1 km/ D 1:4 # 10!3 year!1,
with a quoted uncertainty of “at least an order of magni-
tude.” This point is plotted on Fig. 19.4 as “NECs,” which

9 Because of the steep decline in reflected brightness with distance from
the Sun for small bodies, the census of Saturn-crossing comets is vastly
inferior to that of JFCs. Lagerkvist et al. (2000) and Hahn et al. (2006)
have identified three ecliptic comets that have passed within 0.01 and
0.03 AU of Saturn, i.e., roughly at Iapetus’ distance from the planet.
Nevertheless, this represents a vast improvement with respect to the
Voyager era, when Shoemaker and Wolfe (1982) of necessity based
their bombardment rates on the observations of single bodies (e.g., as-
teroid/extinct comet Hidalgo, or Chiron).

黄道彗星による外惑星領域の衝突率 

v  Crater Density on Ganymede Bright Terrain 
　年代上限 ~3.9 Gyr，衝突率一定 

　à 8 x 10-4 [yr-1] for d ≥ 2km 
v  Ganymede，Callistoの4つの若い衝突盆地 
　過去 4 Gyrに形成，衝突率一定 

　à 2.5 x 10-6 [yr-1] for d ≥ 30km 
v  KB～黄道彗星の数値計算 [Levison+ 2000] 

　à 1.4 x 10-3 [yr-1] for d ≥ 1km 
v  JFCsの観測 [Bottke+ 2002] 

à 1.8 x 10-3 [yr-1] for d ≥ 1.7km 
v  過去350年間の木星への衝突/接近例 
　3木星半径以内，6サンプル 

à 1.7 x 10-3 [yr-1] for d ≥ 1km 
v  1950~1999年の木星への衝突/接近例 
　Callisto軌道よりも内側，9サンプル 

à 3 x 10-3 [yr-1] for d ≥ 0.5km 
v  土星と軌道交差するケンタウルス族 

à 2 x 10-8 [yr-1] for d ≥ 150km 
v  Ganymede，Europaのサイズ分布形状 
v  Tritonのサイズ分布形状 
 

[Zahnle+ 2003; Dones+ 2009] 

複数の観測事実，数値計算結果にもとづき算出 

土星に換算した衝突率 
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(McKinnon et al. 1991). We assume an impactor density of
• D 0:6 g=cm3, consistent with the density of the nucleus
of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 (Asphaug and Benz 1996, and
see Sosa and Fernández 2009 for density estimates for ten
periodic comets). Eqs. 19.5 and 19.6 represent a compromise
between unwarranted precision and practicality, though we
recognize that accurate simple-to-complex transition diame-
ters can now be derived for the mid-sized saturnian satellites
from Cassini images, and on theoretical grounds are expected
to vary according to satellite gravity (e.g., McKinnon 2007)7.
The reader can experiment with various scaling relations
using the interactive calculators provided by Melosh and
Beyer (2009) and Holsapple (2009).

Typical impact velocities are given by

Umean D
!
3vorb

2 C v12 C vesc
2
"1=2

(19.7)

where vorb is the orbital speed of the satellite around Saturn,
v1 is the velocity at “infinity” of the body encountering the
Saturn system, and vesc is the escape velocity from the sur-
face of the satellite (Lissauer et al. 1988; Zahnle et al. 2003).
The final term is negligible for our purposes, so we will
neglect it henceforth. The minimum and maximum impact
speeds are approximately

Uslow D
!
2vorb

2 C v12
"1=2 ! vorb (19.8a)

and

Ufast D
!
2vorb

2 C v12
"1=2 C vorb (19.8b)

respectively.
In Fig. 19.3, we use Eqs. 19.5 and 19.6 to plot the diam-

eter .d/ of the cometary impactor (vertical axis) needed to
make a crater of diameter D on Mimas, Rhea, and Iape-
tus. The assumed impact speeds on Mimas are 6.2 (“slow”),
25.0 (“mean”), and 34:8 km s!1 (“fast”); for Rhea, 3.9, 15.0,
and 20:9 km s!1; and for Iapetus, 2.2, 6.4, and 8:8 km s!1.
Ten-km craters on Mimas are made by fast impactors with
diameters of only 0.2 km, 0.3 km at the mean impact speed,
and 0.6 km for slow impactors. For Rhea, the correspond-
ing impactor sizes are 0.4, 0.5, and 1.1 km, respectively;
for Iapetus, 0.7, 0.8, and 1.4 km. Three-hundred-km craters,
i.e., basins, are made by 11-, 13-, and 26-km-diameter im-
pactors at Mimas; 22-, 26-, and 55-km-diameter impactors at
Rhea; and 33-, 40-, and 71-km-diameter impactors at Iape-
tus, again, all at the impact speeds given above, respectively.
If we wish to tie the cratering record of the satellites to the

7 The scaling exponent Ÿ D 0:13 was derived from the depth-diameter
relations for lunar craters assuming volume conservation during col-
lapse. The value of this exponent should be reassessed for the mid-sized
icy satellites.

Fig. 19.3 Impactor diameter d (vertical axis) required to produce a
crater of diameter D (horizontal axis) on Mimas, Rhea, and Iapetus.
We use Eqs. 19.2 and 19.3 with the following parameters: ¡i D 0:6;
¡t D 0:9 (all three moons are assumed to have icy shells); U given by
Eqs. 19.4–19.6 with vorb D 14:32, 8.49, and 3.27 for Mimas, Rhea, and
Iapetus, respectively; v1 D 3; g D 6:36, 26.4, and 22.3; Dc D 15;
and Ÿ D 0:13

putative impactors from the swarm of ecliptic comets, basins
on Iapetus, Titan, and Rhea are our best bets, because the
required impactor sizes overlap the size range for which we
know a bit about the Kuiper Belt size-frequency distribution,
and for which we have some constraint on absolute numbers
and rates (e.g., Fuentes et al. 2009).

19.6 Predicted Cratering Rates by Comets

Heliocentric (Sun-orbiting) “comets” on Saturn-crossing or-
bits, which roam the outer Solar System in numbers too big to
ignore, are the only present-day known population of poten-
tial impactors for Saturn’s inner moons. The cometary pop-
ulation can be characterized by astronomical observations,
both current and historical, the observed orbital distribution
can be corrected for discovery biases, and their statistical
impact probabilities can be computed. Such astronomically
based impact rates have been used to estimate the ages of
young and middle-aged surfaces on the satellites of the outer
planets (Zahnle et al. 2003). We will review this line of rea-
soning here.

On the other hand, there is evidence that many or per-
haps most of the craters in the Saturn system may be of
planetocentric (Saturn-orbiting) origin. The key issues are
the global uniformity of cratering and the large abundance of
small craters. Heliocentric origin strongly favors cratering of
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being an important cratering population at the d ! 100 m
scale; for if they were important, they would be collisional,
and the distribution of crater sizes would be steep. At still
smaller scales (meteors " 10 m), where comets are few and
where Europa at least has many pits, it is imaginable that
Trojans contribute or dominate. If little Trojans do dominate
at the pitting scale, collisional ejection would need to be
#100 times more efficient than dynamical ejection for
"10-m objects. This does not seem impossible.

5. Results

In this section we will quote characteristic time scales at
the current impact rate, but when we give specific ages for
cratered surfaces we will assume that the impact flux de-
clines as t$1 (Holman and Wisdom, 1993).

5.1. Jupiter

Cratering rates on the Galilean satellites are substantially
revised from what we quoted in 1998. For 10-km craters
these are typically about 70% of those recommended by
Shoemaker (Shoemaker and Wolfe, 1982). But for 30-km
craters our rates are about twice as great as Shoemaker and
Wolfe’s. Differences are mostly attributable to different
size–number distributions of comets. Recommended crater-
ing rates at Jupiter are summarized in Table 3 and Fig. 3.

Metis, Thebe, and Amalthea
These moons all have time scales against collisional

disruption that are on the order of a billion years. We will
discuss the issue of collisional disruption more generally
later. Here we note that it is unlikely that any have survived
4 Gyr unscathed in their present form in their present orbits.

Europa
Europa’s surface is considerably older than the 10 Myr

estimated by ZDL98. The average crater density of the
well-mapped swaths is C(! 1) ! 30 per 106 km2 (Schenk
et al., 2003). The corresponding nominal surface age is 60
Myr. An alternative approach is to use larger craters. The
best current estimate for the number of 20-km craters on
Europa is about 12 to 30. At an average rate of one 20-km
crater per 2.2 Myr (Table 3), we choose an average age of
Europa’s surface between 30 and 70 Myr.
In these estimates we have excluded obvious secondaries

from the count of kilometer-size craters, but we have not
been aggressive about this. We cannot exclude planetocen-
tric cratering caused by ejecta launched into jovicentric
orbit—these craters would not cluster or line up along crater

Table 3
Cratering rates (uncertain to a factor of 3) at Jupiter, assuming an impact rate on Jupiter of 0.005 comets per annum with d % 1.5 km

Cratering rates Cratering time scale
"A(%20)f

Disruption time scale
"A(%2Rs)gĊA(%1)a ĊA(%10)b ĊA(%30)c ĊNIC(%10)d ĊS(%10)e

Metis 1.1 & 10$11 5.9 & 10$13 1.6 & 10$13 2.2 & 10$14 130 0.8
Amalthea 6.6 & 10$12 3.5 & 10$13 9.5 & 10$14 1.1 & 10$14 60 1.6
Thebe 7.8 & 10$12 4.1 & 10$13 1.1 & 10$13 1.9 & 10$14 1100 2.4
Io 5.1 & 10$13 2.7 & 10$14 4.1 & 10$15 3.6 & 10$16 5.2 & 10$14 2.7
Europa 5.0 & 10$13 3.2 & 10$14 8.5 & 10$15 1.1 & 10$15 4.5 & 10$14 2.2
Ganymede 2.7 & 10$13 1.8 & 10$14 4.2 & 10$15 7.2 & 10$16 2.3 & 10$14 1.4
Callisto 1.5 & 10$13 9.8 & 10$15 2.1 & 10$15 6.0 & 10$16 1.2 & 10$14 3.1
Himalia 2.4 & 10$14 1.3 & 10$15 2.2 & 10$16 5.5 & 10$16 21,000
a Case A cratering rate, D % 1 km per [km$2 year$1].
b Case A cratering rate, D % 10 km [km$2 year$1].
c Case A cratering rate, D % 30 km [km$2 year$1].
d HTC and LPC (' NIC) cratering rate, D % 10 km [km$2 year$1].
e Shoemaker and Wolfe’s cratering rates, D % 10 km [km$2 year$1].
f Case A time scale for D % 20 km craters [Myr].
g Case A catastrophic disruption time scale [Gyr].

Fig. 3. Cumulative cratering rates at Jupiter. The curves for Metis, Thebe,
and Amalthea are truncated for craters larger than the satellite. Such
impacts are deemed disruptive.

277K. Zahnle et al. / Icarus 163 (2003) 263–289
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counts using Eqs. 19.5 and 19.6 to obtain the size-frequency
distribution (SFD) of small comets at Jupiter. The inversions
are shown in Fig. 19.4. Based on 150 estimated Europan
craters with D > 1 km (Schenk et al. 2004), we infer a cu-
mulative cometary SFD N .> d/ / d!b with b D 0:9 for
d < 1 km. From craters on Gilgamesh, the inferred slope of
the power law distribution is b!1:2 for d < 2 km.

The shallow size distribution we adopt for cometary nu-
clei with diameters between about 1 and 10 km is similar to
size distributions of JFCs inferred from (some) observational
studies, which are reviewed by Lamy et al. (2004). For ex-
ample, Fernández and Morbidelli (2006) derive a value of
b D 1:25 for faint JFCs with perihelion distances <1:3AU.
Size determinations of cometary nuclei are not easy, because
the nucleus is unresolved in Earth-based telescopic images,
and thus requires either careful subtraction of comae, or du-
bious empirical relationships between total cometary bright-
ness and the size of the nucleus (the former technique is now
much preferred, and is reasonably well-calibrated for HST
images). In any case, the apparent progressive steepening of
the cometary SFD at larger sizes has been suggested before
(e.g., Weissman and Levison 1997). However, models of the
formation and collisional evolution of Kuiper Belt Objects
(Kenyon et al. 2008) do not yet match the size distribution
inferred from the variety of observations we have described
(Petit et al. 2008).

With these admittedly provisional, but constrained, limits
on the cometary SFD and impact rates (Fig. 19.4), we con-
sider the implications for Saturn’s satellites. We consider two
cases. In Case A, the mass distribution of small comets is
consistent with what we find at Jupiter and on its satellites.
Case A requires an additional source of (presumably) plane-
tocentric debris to account for most small craters at Saturn (in
that the relative flatness of the predicted crater SFD at smaller

sizes is hard to reconcile with observations; see next section).
In Case B, we use a mass distribution of small comets that
would be consistent with small craters on Triton, which is
steeper at smaller sizes. Case B may or may not require plan-
etocentric debris to account for small craters. The results are
given in Table 19.1.

For comparison, cratering rates at Saturn were estimated
by Smith et al. (1982) and Lissauer et al. 1988). These studies
predate the discovery of the Kuiper Belt, and so underesti-
mate heliocentric impact rates and correspondingly overesti-
mate cratering time scales and crater retention ages, typically
by roughly an order of magnitude.

Finally, we find the Nearly Isotropic Comets (NICs) to
be relatively unimportant for cratering at Saturn, given the
number of such comets on Saturn-crossing orbits estimated
earlier. these. We use the scalings discussed by Zahnle
et al. (2003) to estimate the total impact rate by NICs
(Table 19.1). Because NICs tend to strike at higher velocity
than ECs, especially for the more distant moons, they con-
tribute somewhat more to the cratering record there, but are
relatively less important as one moves inward toward Saturn
due to their limited gravitational focusing. Among the moons
of Saturn listed in Table 19.1, NICs are most important for
Iapetus, where they contribute 10% of the craters, and for
Phoebe, where they contribute 30% of the impact craters due
to comets. They only contribute at the 1% level at Dione.

19.6.1 Implications for Catastrophic
Disruption

It has been suggested that a satellite breaks up if the predicted
transient crater diameter exceeds the satellite’s diameter

Table 19.1 Present-day
cratering rates at Saturn

Cratering rates Cratering times

PCA.>10/ PCB.>10/ PCS.>10/ PCNIC.>10/ £A £B

Mimas 5:6 " 10!14 5:0 " 10!13 1:6 " 10!14 5:6 " 10!16 80 17
Enceladus 3:7 " 10!14 2:8 " 10!13 1:0 " 10!14 4:2 " 10!16 80 19
Tethys 2:6 " 10!14 1:8 " 10!13 4:3 " 10!15 2:8 " 10!16 25 6.5
Dione 1:7 " 10!14 1:0 " 10!13 2:7 " 10!15 2:2 " 10!16 34 10
Rhea 1:1 " 10!14 6:2 " 10!13 1:5 " 10!15 1:6 " 10!16 29 9
Titan 3:4 " 10!15 1:4 " 10!14 1:3 " 10!15 9:0 " 10!17 9 4
Hyperion 7:0 " 10!14 6:2 " 10!14 1:8 " 10!15 2:3 " 10!16 1,400 300
Iapetus 1:1 " 10!15 4:2 " 10!15 7:9 " 10!16 1:1 " 10!16 380 180
Phoebe 3:4 " 10!16 1:4 " 10!15 1:3 " 10!15 1:2 " 10!16 54,000 2,400
These are calibrated to a Saturn impact rate of 0.0012 cometary nuclei with d > 1:5 km per year. Quoted
cratering rates should be regarded as uncertain to a factor of 4. The rates given here are typically 0.6
times the rates given in Table 19.4 of Zahnle et al. (2003), primarily because we have adopted a slightly
smaller cometary impact rate with Saturn than in Zahnle et al. (2003). The rates given for Titan apply to
a body with Titan’s mass and size, but without an atmosphere.
PCA.>10/: Case A cratering rate D > 10 kmŒkm!2 year!1!.
PCB.>10/: Case B cratering rate D > 10 kmŒkm!2 year!1!.
PCS.>10/: Smith et al. (1982) cratering rates, D > 10 kmŒkm!2 year!1!.
PCNIC.>10/: NIC .DHalley-type C Long-period comet/ cratering rate D > 10 kmŒkm!2 year!1!.
£A: Case A timescale for D > 20 km craters [Myr].
£B: Case B timescale for D > 20 km craters [Myr]. [Dones+ 2009] 
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The first is the cumulative plot, in which the number of
craters larger than diameter D per unit area, N(D), is plot-
ted as a function of D on a log-log scale. Frequently N(D)
can be approximated by a power law, N(D) / D” , or by a
series of power laws for different size ranges. The “canon-
ical” value of the exponent ” for primary craters is near –2
(corresponding to an index of the differential size distribu-
tion, dN/dD, of –3.) The second approach is to give a relative
plot (“R-plot”), again on a log-log scale, which displays the
differential size distribution of the craters. However, to en-
hance structure, the R-plot divides dN/dD by a power law
with an index of –3. Common crater size distributions thus
plot as roughly horizontal lines in R-plots. The expression
plotted is R D Dab

3 n= ŒA .Db–Da/!, where n is the number
of craters with diameters between Db and Da; A is the sur-
face area of the region counted; and Dab D .DaDb/

1=2 (see
e.g., Barlow 2008). Frequently Db is taken to be

p
2Da; in

that case, R D 23=4= .
p
2 –1/Da

2 n=A, or R ! 4:06Da
2 n=A.

In this review we will primarily use R-plots to present crater
size-frequency distributions.

An R-plot giving an overview of crater statistics for sat-
urnian satellites imaged by Cassini, the Moon, and Callisto
is shown in Fig. 19.5 (Kirchoff and Schenk 2008, 2009b).
The SFD curves for these heavily cratered terrains are gen-
erally convex upwards (except for an apparent concave up-
wards dip between !75 and 250 km diameter, depending
on satellite), reaching maximum values of R ! 0:1 – 0:3,
i.e., slightly below or above the “empirical saturation” line
of Hartmann (1984). As Hartmann (1984) showed, many
heavily cratered surfaces in the Solar System reach a max-
imum density near R " 0:2, about a factor of five below
“geometric saturation” .R D 1/ due to effects, like ejecta
blanketing, that degrade and erase smaller craters well be-
yond crater rim crests (also see Melosh 1989, Chap. 10).
Chapman and McKinnon 1986; their Fig. 19) showed, and
more recently Richardson (2008) confirmed, that narrow
SFDs may extend significantly above the average empirical
saturation line, as is apparently true for Mimas and Dione in
Fig. 19.5.

As was true for the Voyager results, Cassini images
show that Rhea’s SFD may depart somewhat from those
of the other satellites, in being straighter with less con-
vex curvature, more nearly characteristic of the putative
Population I. In these new counts, based on far more ex-
tensive and better imagery than before, Rhea appears to
have lost the transition to a somewhat steeper slope at
greater than !64-km diameter (or at least its statistical sig-
nificance; Kirchoff and Schenk 2009b). Strom (1987) had
taken this to be characteristic of the production population
at Saturn, and Lissauer et al. (1988) argued that it indi-
cated saturation at smaller crater sizes. A bump at !10-km

Fig. 19.5 Relative plot (R-plot) of the spatial densities of craters ver-
sus diameter for heavily cratered terrains on five satellites of Saturn
(Kirchoff and Schenk 2009b), the lunar highlands (Ivanov et al. 2002),
and Callisto (Schenk et al. 2004). Error bars have been omitted for clar-
ity (see Fig. 19.6). The horizontal dashed line represents the approxi-
mate spatial density at which empirical saturation is reached according
to Hartmann (1984). (Note the dip in crater densities [R values] between
about 75- and 250-km diameter for these satellites and Mimas is not
inconsistent, for the !145-km-diameter Herschel is the single crater
within the “gap,” and statistically speaking is consistent with a count
of 1 ˙ 1.) The dip is remarkable because cometary impact speeds are
generally much higher on the inner satellites, so there is essentially no
overlap between the size of the impactors on, say, Tethys and Iapetus
that would otherwise produce craters within the “dip” (see Figs. 19.3).
This plot has been constructed by combining image sequences of small
areas at high resolution and global mosaics at coarser resolution, the
latter typically at 0:4 km pixel!1. In all cases, the minimum crater size
that is tabulated is about 10 pixels wide

diameter, which was interpreted as the signature of popu-
lation II on Rhea’s high northern latitudes (see McKinnon
1990; McKinnon et al. 1991, Fig. 17), does not appear ei-
ther (though we note that Rhea’s north pole was not in sun-
light during the Cassini prime mission). Interestingly, Iape-
tus’ SFD bears some degree of resemblance to that of Rhea
(Kirchoff and Schenk 2009b). In general, all of the observed
SFDs in Fig. 19.5 may be taken to represent, at least approx-
imately, the true production functions for cratering in the
Saturn system. As demonstrated by Chapman and McKin-
non (1986), even if crater populations are “saturated,” they
may achieve a quasi-equilibrium that expresses the produc-
tion function, provided that the production function is “shal-
low” (relatively depleted in small craters; i.e., R is constant or
increases with increasing crater diameter) and is unchanging
in time.

Constant t-1 Decay

Mimas 13.40 4.35

Tethys 15.45 4.44

Dione cratered plain 21.83 4.56

smooth plain 15.17 4.43

Rhea cratered plain 21.83 4.56

smooth plain 16.77 4.48

Model Ages [Gyr]

τ o = N 10( ) !N 10( )
τ = t0 1− exp −τ o t0( )( )

N 10( )
!N 10( )
t0

：直径10km以上のクレータの数密度 
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：4.6 Gyr 

モデル１：クレータ生成率一定 

モデル２：クレータ生成率 t-1で減少 

 
　生成率一定モデル　à　130~220 億年 
　外惑星のcratered terrainの数密度を説明できない 
　内惑星と同様に過去は生成率が高かった 
 
　t-1に比例して減少したとすると>43億年 
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The first is the cumulative plot, in which the number of
craters larger than diameter D per unit area, N(D), is plot-
ted as a function of D on a log-log scale. Frequently N(D)
can be approximated by a power law, N(D) / D” , or by a
series of power laws for different size ranges. The “canon-
ical” value of the exponent ” for primary craters is near –2
(corresponding to an index of the differential size distribu-
tion, dN/dD, of –3.) The second approach is to give a relative
plot (“R-plot”), again on a log-log scale, which displays the
differential size distribution of the craters. However, to en-
hance structure, the R-plot divides dN/dD by a power law
with an index of –3. Common crater size distributions thus
plot as roughly horizontal lines in R-plots. The expression
plotted is R D Dab

3 n= ŒA .Db–Da/!, where n is the number
of craters with diameters between Db and Da; A is the sur-
face area of the region counted; and Dab D .DaDb/

1=2 (see
e.g., Barlow 2008). Frequently Db is taken to be

p
2Da; in

that case, R D 23=4= .
p
2 –1/Da

2 n=A, or R ! 4:06Da
2 n=A.

In this review we will primarily use R-plots to present crater
size-frequency distributions.

An R-plot giving an overview of crater statistics for sat-
urnian satellites imaged by Cassini, the Moon, and Callisto
is shown in Fig. 19.5 (Kirchoff and Schenk 2008, 2009b).
The SFD curves for these heavily cratered terrains are gen-
erally convex upwards (except for an apparent concave up-
wards dip between !75 and 250 km diameter, depending
on satellite), reaching maximum values of R ! 0:1 – 0:3,
i.e., slightly below or above the “empirical saturation” line
of Hartmann (1984). As Hartmann (1984) showed, many
heavily cratered surfaces in the Solar System reach a max-
imum density near R " 0:2, about a factor of five below
“geometric saturation” .R D 1/ due to effects, like ejecta
blanketing, that degrade and erase smaller craters well be-
yond crater rim crests (also see Melosh 1989, Chap. 10).
Chapman and McKinnon 1986; their Fig. 19) showed, and
more recently Richardson (2008) confirmed, that narrow
SFDs may extend significantly above the average empirical
saturation line, as is apparently true for Mimas and Dione in
Fig. 19.5.

As was true for the Voyager results, Cassini images
show that Rhea’s SFD may depart somewhat from those
of the other satellites, in being straighter with less con-
vex curvature, more nearly characteristic of the putative
Population I. In these new counts, based on far more ex-
tensive and better imagery than before, Rhea appears to
have lost the transition to a somewhat steeper slope at
greater than !64-km diameter (or at least its statistical sig-
nificance; Kirchoff and Schenk 2009b). Strom (1987) had
taken this to be characteristic of the production population
at Saturn, and Lissauer et al. (1988) argued that it indi-
cated saturation at smaller crater sizes. A bump at !10-km

Fig. 19.5 Relative plot (R-plot) of the spatial densities of craters ver-
sus diameter for heavily cratered terrains on five satellites of Saturn
(Kirchoff and Schenk 2009b), the lunar highlands (Ivanov et al. 2002),
and Callisto (Schenk et al. 2004). Error bars have been omitted for clar-
ity (see Fig. 19.6). The horizontal dashed line represents the approxi-
mate spatial density at which empirical saturation is reached according
to Hartmann (1984). (Note the dip in crater densities [R values] between
about 75- and 250-km diameter for these satellites and Mimas is not
inconsistent, for the !145-km-diameter Herschel is the single crater
within the “gap,” and statistically speaking is consistent with a count
of 1 ˙ 1.) The dip is remarkable because cometary impact speeds are
generally much higher on the inner satellites, so there is essentially no
overlap between the size of the impactors on, say, Tethys and Iapetus
that would otherwise produce craters within the “dip” (see Figs. 19.3).
This plot has been constructed by combining image sequences of small
areas at high resolution and global mosaics at coarser resolution, the
latter typically at 0:4 km pixel!1. In all cases, the minimum crater size
that is tabulated is about 10 pixels wide

diameter, which was interpreted as the signature of popu-
lation II on Rhea’s high northern latitudes (see McKinnon
1990; McKinnon et al. 1991, Fig. 17), does not appear ei-
ther (though we note that Rhea’s north pole was not in sun-
light during the Cassini prime mission). Interestingly, Iape-
tus’ SFD bears some degree of resemblance to that of Rhea
(Kirchoff and Schenk 2009b). In general, all of the observed
SFDs in Fig. 19.5 may be taken to represent, at least approx-
imately, the true production functions for cratering in the
Saturn system. As demonstrated by Chapman and McKin-
non (1986), even if crater populations are “saturated,” they
may achieve a quasi-equilibrium that expresses the produc-
tion function, provided that the production function is “shal-
low” (relatively depleted in small craters; i.e., R is constant or
increases with increasing crater diameter) and is unchanging
in time.
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Fig. 30. Relative abundances of craters on the
Saturnian satellites as a function of crater di-
ameters. Voyager 1 data were used for the
surfaces of Mimas (AM), Dione (D), and Rhea's
heavily cratered surface (R-HC). Voyager 2
data were used for Enceladus' cratered ter-
rains (E-HC), Tethys' plains (T-P) and Te-
thys' heavily cratered terrain (T-HC). Parts of
the curves inferred to be dominated by popu-
lations 1 and 2 are depicted by solid and
dashed lines.

tered almost perfectly in the leading
hemisphere. Ground-based telescope ob-
servations of the leading hemisphere
must include bright regions near the
poles; hence no ground-based observa-
tions of Iapetus are completely restricted
to the dark material. Circular dark patch-
es, probably dark-floored craters, occur
in the bright region near the boundary
and deep inside the trailing hemisphere.
There are also some craters (for in-
stance, near 200°W) that exhibit low-
albedo patches suggestive of dark areas
on their floors, perhaps parts of their
walls facing the dark region. The contact
relations in the trailing hemisphere
strongly suggest that the dark material is
superimposed on the bright, densely cra-
tered terrain and is therefore younger
than the cratered terrain. Although cra-
ters are clearly seen at the boundaries of
the dark region, there is no hint, even in
images in which many individual pic-
tures have been summed to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio, of bright-floored or
bright-rimmed craters within the dark
region that are well away from the
boundary. Either the dark material is
very thick or it is replenished at such a
rate that fresh craters which penetrate
the dark layer are quickly covered again.

Preliminary Voyager 2 broadband visi-
ble spectrophotometry indicates that the
average normal albedo for the bright
terrain is about 0.5, and for the dark
region about 0.04 to 0.05. Thus the albe-
do contrast between bright and dark re-
gions on Iapetus is a factor of at least 10.
Both dark and bright areas are red (that
is, the albedo increases at longer wave-
lengths) but there seems to be substantial
variation in color from region to region.
Typical green/violet color ratios are
about 1.6 for the dark region and about
1.2 for bright areas. Substantial mixing
29 JANUARY 1982

of bright and dark material may have
occurred by ballistic diffusion. The red
color of the bright areas may be due to a
small admixture of redder dark material
in a predominantly icy regolith. The very
low albedo and red color of the dark
material are inconsistent with dark sili-
cates and suggest complex carbona-
ceous material of the type found in some
carbonaceous meteorites and suspected
on some dark red asteroids. Telescopic
measurements of the dark hemisphere of
Iapetus that cover a spectral range to 2.5
,um show a strong resemblance in spec-
tral reflectance between the dark region
and material extracted with organic sol-
vents from a carbonaceous meteorite
(63).
The origin of the dark, red, presumed

carbonaceous material on Iapetus poses
problems. The almost perfect symmetry
of the principal dark area about the apex
of motion suggests an exogenous origin,
either through preferential ablation of ice
by impacting debris revealing an under-
lying low-albedo material (64), or by
accretion of low-albedo material spiral-
ing in toward Saturn, under the influence
of the Poynting-Robertson effect, from
some source exterior to Iapetus, perhaps
Phoebe (62). If the source of the dark
material is endogenous, this remarkable
alignment would have to be ascribed to
coincidence, or perhaps to a secondary
effect of some internal or impact event.
In any event, examples of such hemi-
spheric alignments are common in the
solar system: the plains of Mars in the
northern hemisphere, the lunar maria on
the earth-facing hemisphere, the dark
volcanic deposits on Io in the trailing
hemisphere. The presence of dark-
floored craters near the center of the
trailing hemisphere, where they would
be shielded from direct impact of parti-
cles encountered in Iapetus' orbital mo-
tion, points strongly to an internal origin.
The nature of the contact between dark
and light regions, moreover, suggests
that the bright region was partially
flooded with dark material that occupies
topographically low areas. Notable is a
large ring of dark material extending into
the bright hemisphere photographed by
Voyager 1 (4). This feature resembles
large flooded multi-ring impact basins on
the terrestrial planets. Overall, data from
Voyager and from ground-based obser-
vations do not settle the question of an
endogenous versus an exogenous origin
for the dark material on Iapetus, and
some combination of external and inter-
nal processes may be required.
Phoebe. Saturn's outermost satellite is

in a retrograde orbit at a distance from
the planet of nearly 13 million kilometers
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Fig. 31. Comparison of sizes and densities of
the icy Saturnian satellites. Values for radii
and densities are taken from Table 1. Two
points are shown for Mimas; the lower value
is based on the classical mass determination,
the upper on the suggested revision by Tyler
et al. (51) based on the new Tethys mass
determination. Model curves for compression
of ice and rock mixtures are from Lupo and
Lewis (70).

(215 Rs); like the irregular outer satel-
lites of Jupiter, it has been thought to be
a captured object. Voyager 1 obtained no
data on this distant body, so it was with
considerable anticipation that images of
Phoebe were received more than a week
after the Voyager 2 Saturn encounter.
The Voyager 2 images (Fig. 29), ac-

quired at a range of 2 million kilometers
at 40 km/lp, show that Phoebe is a dark,
approximately spherical object with a
diameter of about 200 km. The observed
surface brightness (I/F) at a phase angle
of 300 was 0.03, and the measured phase
function over the range 100 to 300 was
0.025 mag/deg. The corresponding albe-
do at zero phase is 0.06, approximately
the same as for the dark side of Iapetus.
Preliminary Voyager 2 color data also
suggest that the surface is less red than
the dark hemisphere of Iapetus, in agree-
ment with ground-based multicolor pho-
tometric results (63). The combination of
low albedo and UBV color (63, 65) are
suggestive of a class of asteroids (RD)
which apparently is common in the outer
solar system and believed to be of primi-
tive composition. Phoebe is possibly the
first relatively unmodified primitive ob-
ject in the outer solar system to be
imaged from a spacecraft.
Although the Voyager images do not

permit resolution of topographic fea-
tures, its generally spherical appearance
suggests that Phoebe has not been sub-
jected to the catastrophic bombardment
that apparently led to the fragmentation
of satellites closer to Saturn. This does
not indicate that Phoebe is a recently
captured object; the gradient in flux of
impacting bodies caused by the gravita-
tional focusing of Saturn provides a plau-
sible explanation for this difference.
Phoebe is not uniform in appearance,
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土星衛星のCSFD 
Voyagerデータによるカウンティング [Smith+ 1981; 1982] 
　‒ 古い領域のクレータ数密度は月高地と同程度 
　‒ 2つのpopulationに分類 
　　　20km以上で高い数密度　Population I 
　　　20km以下で高い数密度　Population II 
 
Population 1 (Tethys, Rhea, Dione) 
　‒ 古い領域 
　‒ 大クレータが多い 
　‒ 内惑星の重爆撃期のクレータ記録に類似 
 => 集積後 (>4Ga) の日心軌道の天体による爆撃 
 
Population 2 (Mimas, Enceladus, Dione, Tethys) 
　‒ 若い領域 
　‒ 小クレータが多い 
　‒ 大クレータの欠如 
　‒ 二次クレータのベキに近い 
 => 一次クレータからの衝突放出物が起源？ 
 

Voyagerデータ [Smith+ 1982] 

Mimas 

Dione 

Tethys 
Heavily Cratered 

Tethys 
plains 

Rhea 
Heavily Cratered 

Enceladus 
Heavily Cratered 

Cassiniデータ 
[Dones+ 2009] 
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this could be as low as 150 m/s, the value we use here.  
(Although the actual value could differ, general trends 
described here would not change). 

Figure 1 plots fsec vs. (vesc - vmin)/vesc for some Sa-
turnian satellites (open circles), as well as for Europa, 
Ganymede, and Callisto for comparison.  Here vesc is 
the escape velocity of a satellite. This plot demon-
strates that when vesc is near vmin (e.g. Mimas or Ence-
ladus), few of the ejecta are available to make secon-
daries.  In contrast, when vesc is much larger than vmin, 
more of the ejecta are available to make secondaries. 

Of particular note is the contrast between the rela-
tively low-mass Saturnian icy satellites and the big icy 
Galilean satellites.  The higher escape speed of the 
Galilean satellites means far more ejecta are retained to 
make secondary craters.  This explains why on Europa 
clusters of secondary craters are everywhere [11], de-
spite a very low density of large primary craters, and 
yet clusters of secondary craters are rare to non-
existent on Saturnian satellites.  The low surface gravi-
ty of the Saturnian satellites means that even the low-
speed ejecta can travel far from their parent primary, 
and the highest-speed spalled plates [13] (that form 
distant secondaries on the Galilean satellites or the 
Moon or Mars) simply go into orbit about Saturn. 

Figure 2 plots f1.5 vs. (vesc - vmin)/vesc for some Sa-
turnian satellites (open circles), as well as for Europa, 
Ganymede, and Callisto (filled circles).  As expected, 
the behavior is the inverse of Fig. 1.  A greater fraction 
of the ejected mass is available for sesquinary craters 
from the low-mass objects than for the high-mass ob-
jects.  Even if much of the escaped ejecta is eventually 
reaccumulated on its parent object, sesquinary craters 
lose the clustering behavior of secondary craters. 

Preliminary Observations:  We are still working 
on several aspects of the chronological evaluation of 
the Saturnian system, but based on our current work 
we offer the following prelimary observations: 

1. Crater size-frequency distributions on the 
young terrains of Enceladus are similar to the primary 
crater populations seen on Europa, both of which have 
a differential slope of roughly -2.  This suggests that 
small comets (less than a few hundred meters diame-
ter) may have a roughly -2 differential slope as well. 

2. The low-mass Saturnian satellites (e.g. Mimas, 
Enceladus) generally may lack signs of traditional sec-
ondary craters (e.g. clustering) seen on other cratered 
surfaces because their escape velocity is so low. 

3. Ongoing accumulation of a -2 differential slope 
impacting population could lead to a steeper differen-
tial slope crater population by the accumulation of 
sesquinary craters.  In general, sesquinary ejecta pre-
serve [2] the inverse mass-velocity distribution of ejec-
ta [e.g. 12], so should contribute a steeper than -2 

component to the crater size-frequency distribution, 
while eliminating the clustered behavior of seconda-
ries. 

 
Figure 1: The fraction of ejected mass that is available to 
make secondary craters, fsec, for select Saturnian satellites 
(open circles) and Galilean satellites (closed circles). 

 
Figure 2: The fraction of ejected mass available to make 
sesquinary craters, f1.5. 
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2次クレータと 
1.5次クレータの
形成割合 

‒ 黄道彗星による衝突を仮定 
‒ 放出物の速度-質量分布 [Housen & Holsapple 2011]  
　を仮定 
　　“rubble” or “spall” 
 
Vmin --- 2次クレータ形成のための下限の速度 
　　　Europaにおける2次クレータから ~150 m/s 
Vesc --- 脱出速度 
 
2次クレータ形成放出物割合 
　ガリレオ衛星　~25% 
　土星中型衛星　0.25% (Mimas) ~ 8% (Rhea) 
1.5次クレータ形成放出物割合 
　ガリレオ衛星　~0.5% 
　土星中型衛星　1.2% (Rhea) ~ 2.5% (Mimas) 
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[Bierhaus+ 2011] 
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Fig. 2. Block sizes vs ejection speed ve for the Tirawa formation event. The
size of rubble ejecta as a function of ejection speed is given by Eq. (A.12)
(lower curve). For spalls we give two sizes: the spall thickness zs, given
by Melosh’s (1984) Eq. (27) [for which Eq. (A.5) is an approximation] and
the Mean Spall Diameter, ⟨L⟩ ≡ (6zslsw/π)1/3, where ls and w are the
spall length and width, given by Eqs. (A.6) and (A.7), respectively. Ejection
rings are denoted by open circles (rubble) or squares (spalls). No matter
how we define the spall size, it is bigger than a ‘rubble’ particle. The left-
most vertical line represents the minimum speed needed to escape Rhea
vmin = 0.936vesc ≈ 597 m/s [Eq. (6)], while the vertical line immediately
to the right represents the escape speed of Rhea vesc ≈ 635 m/s.

Fig. 3. Tirawa ejection circumstances for the rubble model (shown in a
topocentric frame: x points South, y points East, and z points to the lo-
cal vertical). For each of the twenty ejection rings we eject 30 test particles
separated by 12 degrees in azimuth with initial speeds given by Eq. (A.10);
the initial velocity vectors are all 45◦ . The ejection speeds of particles on
the outermost ejection ring are approximately the minimum speed needed
for escape, i.e., 0.936vesc = 0.594 km/s. The outermost thick ring repre-
sents the transient crater radius (Rt ≈ 130 km). Ejection velocities beyond
the outermost ejection ring are too low to escape Rhea and are not mod-
eled in this paper. The filled black circle represents the size of the impactor
(d ≈ 32 km in diameter). The equivalent plot for the spallation model would
look similar except that the velocity vectors would be more nearly vertical
(see Table 4).

if given by the mean block diameter ⟨L⟩ (see Appendix A)
the upper spall curve applies.
Fig. 3 illustrates the initial positions and velocity vec-

tors predicted by the rubble model. Six hundred blocks were

ejected according to the rubble model and another six hun-
dred were ejected according to the spallation model. These
two sets were integrated independently using the RMVS3
algorithm of SWIFT for 15,000 years using the techniques
presented in Section 3.
Of the 600 particles ejected using the rubble model, 18

did not escape, but went into suborbital paths. We filter
out these cases by ignoring all ejecta that fall back in a
time less than twice Rhea’s orbital period of 4.5 days. In
a previous study (Alvarellos et al., 2002) we found that
some Gilgamesh ejecta near the escape speed came back
to Ganymede in a time comparable to the satellite’s orbital
period, and yet these particles were neither on suborbital
paths nor independent planetocentric orbits. Instead they
were trapped into an intermediate orbital type, with fairly
irregular and unstable orbits about the source satellite with a
maximum distance of one Hill radius (Alvarellos et al., 2002,
refer to these as “temporary, chaotic satellites”). Hence, our
simple dividing criteria may not filter out these pathological
orbits; however, in our previous study the number of objects
in such orbits was quite small.
The 582 rubble particles that did escape spread out along

the orbit of Rhea in just a few days. The evolution of the
ejecta swarm is dominated by its interactions with Rhea.
The result is a rapid clearing in Rhea’s neighborhood. Ad-
justing for the satellite’s eccentricity, Burns and Gladman
(1998) give the half-width of the cleared zone as

(8)aclear ≈ amem + 3.5RH,

where am and em are the moon’s semi-major axis and ec-
centricity, respectively. A particle with a semi-major axis
within ±aclear of am is expected to be removed due to ei-
ther a collision with the satellite or a very close approach to
it, which could fling the particle into a completely different
orbit. An exception is particles trapped in 1:1 mean motion
resonances, but we observed none. See Table 3 for the extent
of the clearing zones of Mimas, Tethys, and Rhea.
Approximately 91% of the escapees eventually returned

to Rhea; the rest of the particles had interesting fates (Ta-
ble 5). Several hit Titan and Dione. There were two particles
that made close flybys of Titan, which scattered them beyond
one Saturn Hill radius (0.44 AU), at which point SWIFT re-
moved them from the integration. Two particles were left
orbiting Saturn at the end of this simulation. We will have
more to say about these diehards later in this paper. See Ta-
ble 5 for more details about the fate of Tirawa ejecta. All 600
particles ejected using the spallation model escaped Rhea;
however, this set had somewhat less interesting fates than
the previous case. Other than Rhea (which got 573 hits, or
95.5% of the total), only Dione and Titan were hit, with 4
particles surviving. We also ran an alternative set of sim-
ulations using cometary impact speeds from Chapman and
McKinnon (1986); some other parameters such as the im-
pactor and target densities are also different (see Table 5).
The fates of ejecta for this alternative set of simulations are

巨大衝突盆地放出物 
の軌道計算 

Odysseus basin [NASA/JPL] 

Herschel basin [NASA/JPL] 
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Fig. 2. Block sizes vs ejection speed ve for the Tirawa formation event. The
size of rubble ejecta as a function of ejection speed is given by Eq. (A.12)
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the Mean Spall Diameter, ⟨L⟩ ≡ (6zslsw/π)1/3, where ls and w are the
spall length and width, given by Eqs. (A.6) and (A.7), respectively. Ejection
rings are denoted by open circles (rubble) or squares (spalls). No matter
how we define the spall size, it is bigger than a ‘rubble’ particle. The left-
most vertical line represents the minimum speed needed to escape Rhea
vmin = 0.936vesc ≈ 597 m/s [Eq. (6)], while the vertical line immediately
to the right represents the escape speed of Rhea vesc ≈ 635 m/s.

Fig. 3. Tirawa ejection circumstances for the rubble model (shown in a
topocentric frame: x points South, y points East, and z points to the lo-
cal vertical). For each of the twenty ejection rings we eject 30 test particles
separated by 12 degrees in azimuth with initial speeds given by Eq. (A.10);
the initial velocity vectors are all 45◦ . The ejection speeds of particles on
the outermost ejection ring are approximately the minimum speed needed
for escape, i.e., 0.936vesc = 0.594 km/s. The outermost thick ring repre-
sents the transient crater radius (Rt ≈ 130 km). Ejection velocities beyond
the outermost ejection ring are too low to escape Rhea and are not mod-
eled in this paper. The filled black circle represents the size of the impactor
(d ≈ 32 km in diameter). The equivalent plot for the spallation model would
look similar except that the velocity vectors would be more nearly vertical
(see Table 4).

if given by the mean block diameter ⟨L⟩ (see Appendix A)
the upper spall curve applies.
Fig. 3 illustrates the initial positions and velocity vec-

tors predicted by the rubble model. Six hundred blocks were

ejected according to the rubble model and another six hun-
dred were ejected according to the spallation model. These
two sets were integrated independently using the RMVS3
algorithm of SWIFT for 15,000 years using the techniques
presented in Section 3.
Of the 600 particles ejected using the rubble model, 18

did not escape, but went into suborbital paths. We filter
out these cases by ignoring all ejecta that fall back in a
time less than twice Rhea’s orbital period of 4.5 days. In
a previous study (Alvarellos et al., 2002) we found that
some Gilgamesh ejecta near the escape speed came back
to Ganymede in a time comparable to the satellite’s orbital
period, and yet these particles were neither on suborbital
paths nor independent planetocentric orbits. Instead they
were trapped into an intermediate orbital type, with fairly
irregular and unstable orbits about the source satellite with a
maximum distance of one Hill radius (Alvarellos et al., 2002,
refer to these as “temporary, chaotic satellites”). Hence, our
simple dividing criteria may not filter out these pathological
orbits; however, in our previous study the number of objects
in such orbits was quite small.
The 582 rubble particles that did escape spread out along

the orbit of Rhea in just a few days. The evolution of the
ejecta swarm is dominated by its interactions with Rhea.
The result is a rapid clearing in Rhea’s neighborhood. Ad-
justing for the satellite’s eccentricity, Burns and Gladman
(1998) give the half-width of the cleared zone as

(8)aclear ≈ amem + 3.5RH,

where am and em are the moon’s semi-major axis and ec-
centricity, respectively. A particle with a semi-major axis
within ±aclear of am is expected to be removed due to ei-
ther a collision with the satellite or a very close approach to
it, which could fling the particle into a completely different
orbit. An exception is particles trapped in 1:1 mean motion
resonances, but we observed none. See Table 3 for the extent
of the clearing zones of Mimas, Tethys, and Rhea.
Approximately 91% of the escapees eventually returned

to Rhea; the rest of the particles had interesting fates (Ta-
ble 5). Several hit Titan and Dione. There were two particles
that made close flybys of Titan, which scattered them beyond
one Saturn Hill radius (0.44 AU), at which point SWIFT re-
moved them from the integration. Two particles were left
orbiting Saturn at the end of this simulation. We will have
more to say about these diehards later in this paper. See Ta-
ble 5 for more details about the fate of Tirawa ejecta. All 600
particles ejected using the spallation model escaped Rhea;
however, this set had somewhat less interesting fates than
the previous case. Other than Rhea (which got 573 hits, or
95.5% of the total), only Dione and Titan were hit, with 4
particles surviving. We also ran an alternative set of sim-
ulations using cometary impact speeds from Chapman and
McKinnon (1986); some other parameters such as the im-
pactor and target densities are also different (see Table 5).
The fates of ejecta for this alternative set of simulations are

土星系の４つの衝突盆地から放出物の軌道計算 

　Herschel (D=130km) on Mimas 
　Odysseus (D=400km) on Tethys 
　Penelope (D=160km) on Tethys 
　Tirawa (D=375km) on Rhea 
‒ 黄道彗星による衝突を仮定 
‒ 放出物の速度-質量分布を仮定 
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Fig. 6. Decay of particle populations ejected from large craters in the Sat-
urn system as a function of time; note the log scales on both axes. The
source crater is color coded (Tirawa: green; Odysseus: red; Penelope: blue;
Herschel: black). The range of decay times is bracketed by the Penelope
(fastest decay; time to remove 50% ≈ 10 yr) and Tirawa spalls (slowest de-
cay; time to remove 50%≈ 150 yr). The Herschel, Odysseus, and Penelope
ejecta decay curves seem to cluster together, while the decay of ejecta from
Tirawa stays apart from the other three.

Burns, 1994; Burns and Gladman, 1998)

(12)Tcoll ≈ π

!
sin2 im + sin2⟨itp⟩

"
am
Rm

#2"Ur
U

#
Pm.

Here im and itp are the inclination of the moon and test par-
ticle and am is the semi-major axis of the satellite. U is the
speed of the test particle relative to the satellite, and Ur is
the radial component of U ; Burns and Gladman (1998) state
that for particles on crossing orbits Ur/U should be about
0.5. In our integrations, we find that the average inclination
of a test particle at removal time is ⟨itp⟩ = 3.2 degrees (aver-
age of rubble and spall runs); thus we estimate the sweep-up
time for Rhea debris to be about Tcoll ≈ 520 years (about
24% of original ejecta left at this time). Note that Tcoll is
an estimate of the ‘e-folding’ time, which should be longer
than the time needed to sweep up 50% of the population.
None of the particles surviving at the end of the 15,000 year
integrations (2 and 4 for the rubble and spall cases, respec-
tively) had semi-major axes within the clearing zone of Rhea
(Gladman, 1993; Burns and Gladman, 1998; see Table 3).

5. Ejecta from Odysseus, on Tethys

Tethys has a very large impact basin named Odysseus
(200 km in radius) located in the leading hemisphere. As-
suming that the impactor was traveling in a heliocentric orbit
and that it struck Tethys at 23.1 km/s (see Table 1), we
estimate using Eqs. (1) and (2) that its diameter was approx-
imately 25 km.
We again model the ejection of debris from the crater

in two different ways depending on the nature of the sur-

face of Tethys. The ejection circumstances for Odysseus are
somewhat similar to Tirawa (Table 4), although the ejection
speeds are slightly lower (10% less) and the ejecta block
sizes are somewhat larger (about 25%) than for Tirawa. For
example, the largest spall ejected from the Odysseus event
is ⟨L⟩ ≈ 3.6 km. The largest spall ejected from Tirawa is
⟨L⟩ ≈ 2.7 km (see Table 4). The spall depth zs, which may
be a more realistic indication of the sizes of the ejecta blocks,
is also slightly larger for Odysseus than for Tirawa. This is
consistent with the smaller gravity on Tethys.
In addition to the classical satellites of Saturn, we also

include in these simulations as massive bodies the two
Tethys co-orbital companions Telesto (in the leading La-
grange point L4) and Calypso (in the trailing Lagrange point
L5). The results of 2000 yr. integrations are summarized in
Table 6. The dynamics of the ejecta swarm are dominated by
interactions with Tethys itself, who cleans up most of its own
debris. While the vast majority of particles were injected into
higher orbits, we noted that Tethys scattered inward the clos-
est members of the swarm. As these particles moved inward,
their inclinations also increased from i ∼ 1 degree to values
in the range 2< i < 7◦. Between 8% and 16% hit Dione; a
simple analysis using Eq. (9) shows that these ejecta were
launched directly into Dione-crossing orbits. A few particles
also hit Enceladus and Rhea (see Table 6).
Consider now Saturn, Tethys, and an ejectum: it is worth

asking whether this ejectum can in principle reach the La-
grangian points where the co-orbitals are located. In the
CR3BP, the Jacobi constant C is a conserved quantity3; see
Szebehely (1967) for its definition. In this model, Tethys
itself is assumed to travel around Saturn with zero eccentric-
ity. It can be shown that for L4 and L5, C = 3.0; an ejectum
escaping from Tethys would need to have C < 3.0 in order
to reach either Lagrange point. Given the initial conditions,
it is relatively simple to compute each ejectum’s Jacobi con-
stants: for the rubble integrations, 80% of the particles had
C < 3.0, while for spalls, 85% had C < 3.0. In general,
the most energetic particles come from the innermost ejec-
tion rings, and (unsurprisingly) these particles are the ones
most likely to reach the L4 or L5 points. Although most of
the Odysseus ejecta were in principle able to reach the co-
orbitals, only one did (see Table 6). After 2000 years, there
were seven rubble-particles and five spalls left in orbit about
Saturn. None of these particles had semi-major axis values
within Tethys’ clearing zone (see Table 3).
In Fig. 7 we show the orbital evolution of a sample spall.

This specific particle was launched 54 km from the center
of Odysseus at ve ≈ 1.5vesc = 0.61 km/s at a zenith angle
ζ = 17 degrees (i.e., close to a vertical ejection), so that
the particle easily escapes Tethys to achieve saturnicentric
orbit. Since this particle was launched roughly in the di-
rection of motion, it should achieve a semi-major axis of
a ≈ 320,000 km, while the eccentricity e ≈ 0.08; these val-

3 The Tisserand parameter is an approximation to the Jacobi constant.
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Fig. 8. (a) Impact sites of particles ejected from Odysseus that came back to
Tethys after orbiting Saturn. The sub-Saturn point is located at the origin.
The leading hemisphere runs from 0 to 180 degrees, while the trailing hemi-
sphere runs from 180 to 360 degrees. Squares represent spalls, while circles
represent rubble. The large, oval outline represents the rim of Odysseus
(400 km in diameter). The upward-pointing triangle at 90 degrees represents
the apex of motion, while the downward pointing triangle at 180 degrees
represents the antapex. Note that there seems to be a slight preference for
the trailing side. Impact sites of particles on suborbital paths (5 spalls and
45 rubble particles) are not shown here. (b) Histogram of impact longitudes
for ejecta from Odysseus accreting into Tethys. These particles were ejected
from Odysseus (on Tethys’s leading side) using both the spallation and the
rubble models. Note the minimum near the apex of motion (90 degrees).
(c) Histogram of impact latitudes; the heavy curve shows a plot of cosine of
latitude.

satellites. Only one spall hit a co-orbital (Telesto); this was
not merely a fluke, because we had also observed one spall
from Penelope hitting the other co-orbital (Calypso) in our
alternative simulations (see Table 7).
Fig. 6 plots the population of ejecta from Penelope as a

function of time. The population decay of both swarms (rub-
ble and spalls) is fairly similar. The times to remove 50% of
material averages just 10 years (rubble and spalls). We note
that ejecta from Penelope decay at a slightly faster rate than
ejecta fromOdysseus, consistent with their smaller orbits. At
the end of the integration, there were still 3 rubble and 4 spall
ejecta left, none of which remained within Tethys’ clearing
zone (see Table 3). Since the average inclination of particles
accreting into Tethys is 1.8 degrees, Eq. (12) predicts a col-

Fig. 9. Impact speeds vs time for ejecta from Odysseus accreting into
Tethys. The horizontal lines denote the escape speed of Tethys as well as
vmin, while the vertical line denotes the period of Tethys (1.888 days). The
mean impact speed increases with time. Note that the maximum spall im-
pact speeds (≈2.6 km/s) are significantly higher than the maximum rubble
impact speeds (≈1.9 km/s).

lision time-scale of Tcoll ≈ 94 years, at which point we only
have 15% of the original population left.
In Fig. 10a we plot the impact sites of the particles on

Tethys. In contrast to Odysseus (Fig. 8), Penelope ejecta
preferentially hit the leading side of Tethys: this is essen-
tially the mirror image of Odysseus. Penelope ejecta are near
apoapse when encountering Tethys; hence Tethys overtakes
them, and is therefore hit mostly on its leading face.
Fig. 11 shows impact speeds for particles from Penelope

that got swept up by Tethys. The impact speeds are gener-
ally lower than for the Odysseus case (compare with Fig. 9);
all impact speeds are below 1.8 km/s. Hence, the resulting
craters are generally smaller than in the Odysseus case. In
the case of spalls, a typical crater diameter is about 1.0 km,
with a maximum of 1.7 km if we use the spall depth zs as the
characteristic size of the ejecta blocks. On the other hand, if
we use the average spall length ⟨L⟩ as a characteristic ejecta
size, then a typical crater size is about 6.1 km with a maxi-
mum crater diameter of 10.7 km. The rubble model (which
uses lr) predicts almost identical results to the spall model
with zs.
We can now do some (albeit limited) statistics in regards

to impacts on the co-orbitals of Tethys. We ejected 1200
particles each from Odysseus and Penelope in the nominal
run; we also ejected the same number of particles from each
crater in the alternative run (see Tables 6 and 7) for a to-
tal of 4800 particles ejected from Tethys. Using the CR3BP
as a model, roughly 81% of these were in principle able to
reach the co-orbitals. Only three particles hit either Calypso
or Telesto, meaning that ∼0.1% of ejecta from Tethys were
able to reach either co-orbital.
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Fig. 7. Another, more realistic, look at the predicted and observed size-number
distributions of small impact craters on Europa. This figure sums the secondary
and sesquinary craters produced by a range of differently-sized impacts on Io
and Europa in a typical 60 Ma period. The slight waviness seen in the secondary
crater distributions is an artifact of binning. The craters are sorted according to
the different categories discussed in the text. In this example 10% of the mass
of spalls is in tabular spalls and the balance in equant spalls.

target than Europa’s ice. This implies that Io is a bigger source
of spalls [see Eq. (16)] because, other things being equal, the
spall layer is deeper in rock than in ice. Second, the greater
strength of rock implies that, other things being equal, spalls
from Io are generally larger than spalls from Europa. Third,
a spall from Io strikes Europa at a higher velocity (typically
3–4 km/s) than a similar size spall from Europa (which, being
suborbital, hits at ∼1 km/s). Of course there are vastly more
low speed spalls that never leave Europa, and it takes a full
accounting of all the factors in play to compare the two popula-
tions.

It is helpful to illustrate some of these points with a particu-
lar example. The total spall mass is given by Eq. (16). Compare
this for Io and Europa. Using parameters listed in Table 1, and
noting that Io is hit 2.1× more often than Europa but that only
9% of the spalls that escape from Io hit Europa, for the same
size primary impact the mass ratio of spalls from Io to spalls
from Europa that hit Europa is 1.4 × (veu/2.35 km/s)2.11. If for
specificity we take veu = 1 km/s as a typical suborbital veloc-
ity, the ratio is 0.25. When the larger sizes and greater impact
velocities of the Io spalls are taken into account, the potential
relative importance of ionian spalls as cratering agents is clear.

Because abundant sesquinary craters from Io have not been
seen, at least one of our assumptions would seem to be in er-
ror. The likeliest problem is our assumption that spalls from
Io reach Europa intact with sizes of order Zs . If in fact spalls
from Io were to break up into smaller fragments, as Melosh
(1989) suggested they would, or if ejecta sizes are controlled by
internal properties of ionian basalt (by cracking or by the thick-
ness of individual lava flows), Io’s contribution to the number
of ∼500 m diameter craters would be reduced, and the apparent
disagreement with Bierhaus et al. (2005) would be resolved.

7. Discussion and conclusions

In this paper we developed a model for secondary and
sesquinary cratering that fares well when tested against data.
The model’s chief successes are that it correctly predicts the
size of the largest secondary craters, it correctly predicts the
steep size-number distribution of Zunil’s secondary craters and
of small craters on Europa, and it predicts the right number of
small secondary craters. The model also predicts the size of
the crater where the size–frequency distribution of secondary
craters changes slope, but this prediction was not tested. The
model’s successes indicate that Melosh’s overall picture—of an
excavation flow made up of Grady–Kipp fragments, topped by a
thin spall layer that gives rise to the biggest and fastest ejecta—
has, at minimum, the merit of being quantitatively useful, and
it probably deserves to be considered, at least provisionally, as
the standard model.

The model’s failures are interesting as well. The model pre-
dicts that many if not most of the 0.1–1 km diameter craters
on Europa have their origin in spalls ejected from Io. Put an-
other way, the model predicts that the number of sesquinary
and secondary craters on Europa should be comparable (Fig. 7).
This is not what is seen. Bierhaus et al. (2005) conclude that
no more than 5% of the 0.2–1 km diameter craters on Eu-
ropa belong to a uniform random background population. The
model predicts that the background population should be rich
in sesquinary craters made by spalls from Io. The implica-
tion is that our model overpredicts the number of these big
Iogenic sesquinaries by a factor of several. To first approxima-
tion Bierhaus et al. (2005) sorted craters between secondaries
(clustered or with variable steep size-number distributions) and
primaries (not clustered and with a shallow size-number distri-
bution). They did not explicitly consider sesquinary craters (not
clustered but with variable steep size-number distributions).
Thus there may be room in their analysis for a 10–20% con-
tribution from sesquinaries. But there is little doubt that most
of the craters they map are clustered and therefore are conven-
tional secondaries. Thus we conclude that a large fraction of
the equant spalls from the biggest impacts on Io must them-
selves break up into fragments that are small compared to the
thickness of the spall plate. There is no inconsistency here with
Melosh’s arguments—Melosh (1989) warned against describ-
ing the size of very high velocity spalls with Eq. (13)—yet
it is something of a disappointment nonetheless. Presumably
the actual sizes of these ejecta will range from the spall plate
thickness down to the Grady–Kipp fragment size, at least those
generated by the 50–100 km crater on Io, and additional infor-
mation is needed to describe their size-distribution usefully.

Our estimates of the total mass of basalt transferred from
Io are relatively robust, as they depend on two independent
estimates of the total ejecta mass launched at velocities ex-
ceeding Io’s escape velocity, and on celestial mechanics. We
find that ionian basalts contribute about 1 g of rock per square
centimeter of Europa’s surface, and that they are probably the
leading source of rocky matter to Europa’s ice shell, although
the lead over other published sources (e.g., micrometeoroids) is
not great.

Europaにおけるモデルサイズ頻度分布 
と観測の比較 [Zahnle+ 2008] 

Europaの小クレータ 
[NASA/JPL: PIA01404] 
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where the predicted asymmetries are biggest, were not observed
by Voyager. Another, probably more serious issue is that Passey
and Shoemaker relied on bright ray craters to indicate youth.
This introduces two biases, one observational, one theoretical.
Ray recognition depends on lighting and viewing geometry and
the Voyager data set is severely biased in these parameters. The
other bias is that aging is itself likely to be asymmeric, as Passey
and Shoemaker point out. Aging could parallel crater produc-
tion if aging is due to later, smaller impacts, or perhaps even
work in the opposite sense, if aging is mostly due to erosion by
particles riding Jupiter’s magnetic field and therefore overtaking
the satellite from behind. Crater densities on Ganymede plotted
in ZDL98 are based on other crater counts by Shoemaker et al.
(1982) and Passey and Shoemaker (1982) that were focused on
local geology and are biased by local stochastic variations in
crater density and poor statistics due to small counting areas.
These data have a high degree of intrinsic and random scatter
and reveal no significant asymmetries on Ganymede.
Better images are now available with the completion of global

mapping of the Galilean satellites by Galileo. For Ganymede we
have near global coverage to better than 2 km resolution. Near
the antapex the resolutionworsens to 3.6 km or so, and about 5%
of the surface has not been mapped. Away from the apex and
antapex the resolution is often significantly better than 2 km.
For Callisto global resolution is also typically better than 2 km,
worsening to∼4.3 km near the antapex. A larger fraction, 20%,
of Callisto is unmapped.
Two of us (Schenk and Sobieszczyk 1999) have mapped all

(1062) craters on the mapped part of Ganymede that are wider
than 30 km diameter, and all (452) craters on the mapped part
of Callisto that are wider than 50 km. We then binned the global
crater counts in 10◦ wide bands according to their angular dis-
tance β from the apex. The relatively coarse binning helps min-
imize stochastic variations and helps smooth out possible vari-
ations in surface age, at least at angles well removed from the
apex and antapex. Not all the craters are included in the apex
counts. For Ganymede we further restrict the counted craters to
the bright terrains. These are younger, resurfaced, and not as
heavily cratered as the older dark terrains. There can be how-
ever no expectation of a uniform age. For Callisto we omit the
three large multiring impact structures, which locally reset the
geologic clock.
We did not attempt separate counts of young bright-rayed or

bright-rimmed craters, as per Passey and Shoemaker. Although
we now have a (nearly) global image data set for both satellites,
phase angle and solar illumination, towhich bright ray and bright
rim detection are sensitive, are very uneven globally. Bright
ray deposits are also subject to erasure by processes includ-
ing plasma and micrometeorite bombardment that are poorly
understood but are likely to be globally asymmetric.
We plot crater densities—the number of craters wider than

30 km per 106 km2—as functions of angle from the current apex
of motion for Ganymede and Callisto in Fig. 1. For Callisto we
show two curves, the higher curve representing the density of

FIG. 1. Crater densities onGanymede andCallisto as functions of the angle
β measured from the apex of motion. These counts are based on mapping by
Galileo (Schenk and Sobieszczyk 1999). Mapping is about 95% complete on
Ganymede and 80% complete on Callisto. For Ganymede the results include all
craters D > 30 km on bright terrains. For Callisto they include all craters D >

50 km, while excluding the major young multiring basins. For easy comparison
between worlds, the Callisto counts are also rescaled to N (D > 30 km) using
the empirical relation N (>D) ∝ D−2.2.

30-km craters extrapolated from the density of 50-km craters us-
ing N (>D) ∝ D−2.2, the cumulative distribution that describes
bright ray craters on Ganymede (Passey and Shoemaker 1982).
Ganymede shows a clear and systematic decrease in crater den-
sity away from the apex (Fig. 1). The decrease is smooth and
nearly monotonic. It indicates a factor of 4 difference in the
crater density at the apex and antapex regions. Callisto shows
no hint of any cratering asymmetry, as one expects of a saturated
or nearly saturated surface, although the crater size–frequency
distribution for D > 10 km is also consistent with a production
population (Wagner et al. 1998).

4.1. Saturn

A number of studies have failed to converge on a consistent
story with regard to crater distributions in the Saturn system.
A key problem is that Voyager image resolution biases are even
more pronounced at Saturn than at Jupiter, so a definitive discus-
sion of cratering asymmetries must await the arrival of Cassini.
For our present purposes, it is sufficient to note that no obvious
cratering asymmetry needing an exogenic explanation has been
found. Lissauer et al. (1988) found the surface of Rhea to be at
or near saturation and detected no obvious asymmetry. Mimas
may even have a reverse asymmetry (Smith et al. 1981). Iapetus
has a well-developed albedo asymmetry but no obvious sign of a
cratering asymmetry. Enceladus does show a cratering asymme-
try of approximately the magnitude and location predicted, but

クレータ空間分布 
D > 30 km のクレータ分布 
(Population I が支配的なサイズ範囲)  
 
v  Ganymede 
　‒ 弱い不均質　Lead/Trail 3~4倍 
　‒ 黄道彗星に期待される不均質  
　　(~10倍) よりもはるかに小さい 
v  Callisto 
　‒ 不均質無し 
　　どちらかというと後面に多い 
　　 
予測よりもはるかに小さい不均質 
考えられる原因 
(a) クレータの飽和 
(b) 同期回転アンロック 
(c)  惑星中新軌道天体による衝突 
(d) Resurfacing 
 
 

Ganymede，Callistoにおける 
クレータ数密度 
[Zahnle+ 2001] 



クレータ空間分布 
1 km < D < 18 km のクレータ分布 
(Population II が支配的?なサイズ範囲)  
 

v   Ganymede 
　‒ 弱い不均質　Lead/Trail < 2 
　‒ D > 30kmでは Lead/Trail ~4 [Zahnle+ 2001] 
v  Iapetus, Dione 
　‒ 弱い不均質　Lead/Trail < 2 
　‒ 黄道彗星に期待される不均質 (~10倍)  
　　よりもはるかに小さい 
v  Mimas 
　‒ 後面で最大となる弱い不均質 
　à Herschelからの1.5次クレータで説明可能 　 
　　(antapexの90%，apexの68%) 
v  Tethys  
　‒ Odysseus, Penelopeの1.5次クレータの 
　　集中は見ていない 
　　 

明瞭な不均質なし 
à PIIは惑星中心軌道の天体起源 [Leliwa-Kopystynski+ 2012] 
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Fig. 3. The fractions of the sectors’ surface covered by the impact craters versus satelitographical longitude. The colors correspond to the four bin size: The largest craters
(blue) are on the bottom and the smallest (yellow) are on the top (for interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article).
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Triton 
クレータ空間分布 
5 < D < 25 km のクレータ分布 
(他の衛星系ではPopulation II が支配的なサイズ範囲)  
　　 
全てのクレータは前面に存在 
à黄道彗星による衝突では後面の欠如が説明できない． 
à惑星中心軌道にある天体で説明可能 
　ソースは内側 or 外側の衛星からのクレータ放出物 
　or 破片 
 
■問題点 
1次クレータがない à 表面年代は<10Myr 
Tritonの1.5次クレータ (D>5km) のソース1次クレータ 
　à D> 60km (@Proteus) 
 
過去1千万年にそのような 
クレータ形成が海王星系であったか？？ 
 

Tritonの 
クレータ数密度 

[Schenk & Zahnle 2007] 



外惑星領域のクレータ記録 

　‒ 太陽系内側と外側の違いは？ 
　　衛星間での衝突破片のやりとり 
　‒ クレータのソース天体は？ 
　　D>20kmは黄道彗星 
　　小クレータは大クレータからの 
　　放出物が支配的 
　‒ 後期重爆撃期はあったか？ 
　　分からない． 
　　しかし少なくとも集積後に重爆撃期はあった． 
　　衝突盆地の年代が鍵 



重要な観測 

1. 絶対年代-クレータ生成率の校正データ 
　古い領域と若い領域 
　e.g., GanymedeのCratered TerrainとGrooved Terrain 
　à 外惑星領域のクレータ生成率，時間変化 
　　à 後期重爆撃期の検証，太陽系内側との比較 
　　à 氷衛星の地質史の絶対時間軸 
　　　à 地形緩和等の情報から熱史の制約 
2.  小クレータのサイズ分布 
　小クレータが飽和に達していない若い領域  
　e.g., Eroupa, Enceladus, Ganymedeなどの若いクレータ内部 
　à 1.5次，2次クレータ統計のモデリング 
　　à 衛星系内の物質混合の定量評価 
　　à 小クレータを用いたクレータ年代学 à地質史の詳細化 
　à KB小天体のサイズ分布 
 
 
 



お疲れさまでした 


